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A B S T R A C T

The subject of this work is the development and
study of two methods of neutron measurements in nuclear
reactors, the new method of high neutron flux measurements
and the Li^-semiconductor neutron spectrometer.

This work is presented in four sections:

Section I. The introduction explains the need
for neutron measurements in reactors. A critical survey-
is given of the existing methods of high neutron flux
measurement and methods of fast neutron spectrum deter-
mination.

Section II. Theoretical basis of the work of
semiconductor counters and their most important characte-
ristics are given.

Section III. The main point of this section is
in presenting the basis of the new method which the author
developed, i.e.,the long-tube method, and the results
obtained by it, with particular emphasis on absolute
measurement of high neutron fluxes. Advantages end
limitations of this method are discussed in details at
the end of this section.

Section IV. A comparison of the existing semi-
conductor neutron spectrometers is made and their
advantages and shortcomings underlined. A critical analysis
of the obtained results with the Li^-semiconductor
spectrometer with plane geometry is given. A new type of
Li6_seraiconductor spectrometer is described, its
characteristics experimentally determined, and a comparison
of it with a classical Li^-spectrometer made.
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1. NEUTRON MEASUREMENTS INSIDE REACTORS

1.1. Need for neutron measurements inside the reactor core

The present-day knowledge of nuclear parameters

of reactor fuel and material on the one hand, and extensive

development of reactor theory on the other, make possible

rather accurate calculation of nuclear reactors. The most

important calculations are those determining the neutron

spectrum, neutron flux and its distribution in the reactov

core.

Aside from the numerous mathematical procedures

and fast electronic computers, it is still necessary by

direct measurement to find precise values of neutron fluxes,

determine neutron spectra thus providing reliable basis for

calculations and check of the reactor theory.

The need for accurate measurement of the neutron

spectra, the distribution and the magnitude of the neutron

flux, is particularly expressed in reactors with high

neutron fluxes, i.e. experimental reactors, reactors for

the production of isotopes and fission material, and power

reactors.

In order to provide safety work, maximum consumptic

of fuel, get acquainted with the conditions under which

irradiation or experiments are carried out, there is a

constant interest,from the zero power experiment through

the whole exploitation period of the recctor, in neutron

measurements in high neutron flux rer.ctors.

For instance, in case of experimental rer.ctors

only a rough approximation of the flux r.nd neutron spectrum
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can be made by calculation because of the complex neutron

flux distribution, frequent changes of the reactor lattice

and use of strong absorbers.

On the other hand, in high power reactors (more

MW/t) considerable changes in the flux distribution may

occur even in a shorter time. Therefore, the spectrum and

neutron flux distribution cannot be considered constant in

this case either.

Including the above problems encountered with the

existing reactors, the construction of the newest type of

reactors with very high neutron fluxes (10 - 10 n/cm

sec) also requires accurate measurement of the neutron flux.

Ignorance of the neutron spectrum, the magnitude

and the distribution of the neutron flux in the reactor

core, leads to reactor run under inconvenient conditions.

Thus, the result may be wasteful and irregular fuel con-

sumption, the appearance of hot spots in fuel elements

and increasing potentiality of an accident.

In addition to these problems which concern eco-

nomical and safety operation of the reactor, the study of

reactor dynamics also sets forth requirements for neutron

measurements.

1.2. Methods of measuring high neutron fluxes

inside the reactor-core

In high power reactors it can roughly be taken

that a reactor power of 1 M corresponds to c thermal or
12 13 2

fast neutron flux of 10 - 10 n/cm sec. Besides these

high neutron fluxes there are strong beta and gc.mmc

radiation fields in the reactor core which can be even
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several hundreds of Mr/h.

The existence of strong radiation fields and the

numerous requirements set by the methods of measuring

intense neutron fluxes considerably reduce the number of

methods which can be used in this case.

Besides making possible accurate measurement of

the neutron flux over a wide range of reactor powers, the

method must enable measurement of neutrons in a selected

region of the neutron spectrum; it should not require any

equipment causing considerable depression of the neutron

flux; it should not need complex corrections and such

calculation that do not allow direct use of the data

obtained.

The difficulties we encounter in realizing the

above requirements are an explanation of the fact that

there are only a few integral methods for relative measu-

rements of high neutron fluxes inside reactors. Regarding

absolute measurements of these fluxes the situation is

still more unfavorable. For the time being there is no

direct counting method which can be used for these purposes,

Because of the lack of corresponding experimental

methods, data on the neutron flux in high power reactors

are mainly obtained by approximate calculations using

values derived by extrnpolcting results obtained at con-

siderably lower powers or in zero power experiments.

Besides the activation methods, BF counters and

pulse fission chambers (Ab58) are also used for relative

measurements of the neutron flux at low powers. At high

powers use is made of current compensated fission chambers.

The recently developed miniature-type of these chambers

has been used for measuring high neutron fluxes



(1011 - 1014"n/cm2sec) (Fo62).

Because they can be used over a wide range of

neutron fluxes, even the highest, and are safe and simple,

activation methods in different forms (foils, wires,gases)

are mostly used today (Ne63).

Apart from their advantages activation methods

have a few significant shortcomings. As the integral

methods, they do not give the value of the neutron flux

during the measurement. They give the neutron dose from

which the average neutron flux can be calculated. By this

method results are obtained with a considerable time delay

and for this reason they cannot directly influence the

experiment in course.

In case of absolute measurement of high neutron
10 2

fluxes (higher than 10 n/cm sec), the accuracy of acti-

vation methods is considerably lower because of the adding

of errors made by comparing activities of different

sources successively activated at higher powers.

Besides the above methods there is a number of

other methods which are not perfect and reliable enough

to be so widely used, for example, microcalorimetry,

thermocouples, microwave conductance, chemical methods,

fission product analysis, and others.

Summing up the general characteristics of the

present methods of measuring high neutron fluxes inside

reactors, we give their most significant disadvantages.

They are:

- slow,

- complicated,

- indirect, and
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- applicable.in a limited range of neutron fluxes.

Thus, a still current fact is the statement which

S.Glasstone underlines in his "book: "Principles of Nuclear

Reactor Engineering" (Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1955)

which reads: ... "No single instrument, nor even ony one

type of instrument, can be used for satisfactory measurement

of neutron flux in a reactor over the whole possible

range".

Hence it can be concluded thr.t development of a

simple, quick and accurate method by which neutron flux

in the reactor core could be measured over a wide range

of powers, is a current problem of present-day experi-

mental reactor physics.

1.3. Methods of measuring fast neutron spectra inside the

reactor core

Besides the neutron flux, the neutron spectrum

is another important component which should be known if

one is to get a full insight into the basic processes

going on in a reactor. Therefore, the measurement of the

neutron spectrum is important not only for reactor physics

and engineering, but also for neutron dosimetry and

protection, radiation chemistry, physics, end metallurgy.

There rre numerous methods for the determination

of reactor neutron spectra. They include various procedures

beginning from less accurate direct measurements of neutron

effects and. terminating with quite complicated methods of

highly accurate spectrum measurement using fast digital

computers.
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Among the most widely used methods of measuring

fast neutron spectra inside reactors are those which employ;

I Elastic neutron scattering

Nuclear emulsions

lonization chambers

Proportional counters

Semiconductor counters

Scintillation counters

II Exoenergetic reactions

Nuclear emulsions with Li

He -proportional counters

He and Li -semiconductor counters

Li -scintillation counters

III Threshold reactions

Fission counters

Analysis of fission products

S32(n,p)P32, Ni58(n,p)Co58...

The choice of the method to be used for the measu-

rement of the neutron spectrum in the given case depends

on to what extent the method satisfies the conditions con-

cerning:

- the sensitivity of the method

- the measurable energy range

- the energy resolution

- the sensitivity of the experimental device to

reactor radiation

- the size of the experimental equipment, and

- the way of treating the obtained results.

Good results in fast neutron spectrum measurement
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in the energy range of 0.1-1 MeV are obtained with a He -

proportional counter (Br62).

Nuclear emulsions are successfully used in weak

radiation fields for spectrum measurement over a wide

range of 0.5-15 MeV with energy resolution of several

percentages (Pa63 ).

Owing to the great progress in data analysis "by

modern electronic computers, methods which have mostly

been used since recently for measuring reactor neutron

spectra are the activation methods (Tr58). Activation of

a large number of elements at the same time makes possible

the determination of the fast neutron spectrum with high

accuracy (Ne63). These methods are advantageous because

simultaneously with the spectrum they give the mean value

of the fast neutron flux. The basic disadvantage is that

fast obtaining of results is not easily possible.

1.4. Purpose of the work

With the discovery of semiconductor counters a

new type of detectors has been designed with excellent

energy resolution, slight sensitivity to strong radiations,

miniature size, rnd very simple construction i.e. with

characteristics which a detector should possess if it is

to be used for neutron measurements inside reactors.

Considering these properties we decided to con-

struct semiconductor counters and investigate the possi-

bilities they offer in neutron measurements.

This general decision was made for two purposes:

to investigate the use of the counter for very high neutron

flux measurements and to determine the fast neutron spectra.
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The result of these investigations was the development o::'

two new methods, the long-tube method and the Li -cylin-

drical neutron spectrometer.

The development of these methods and the invest1

gation of their properties are the basic task of this wo:r:
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2. SEMICONDUCTOR NUCLEAR COUNTERS

2.1. Possibility of nuclear radiation detection

with crystals

In intense investigations of the effect of radio-

active radiation on different materials, the study of the

variations of electrical properties in solids pointed to

new possibilities in radiation detection.

Prom gases to solids we approach such systems in

which the energy levels of the atoms lose their significance

for the description of their properties and are replaced by

energy regions. The properties of these regions in solids

depend on the collective behavior of the components of the

systems.

Among the numerous solids with different arrangement

and ratio of components, we seek for such that, due to the

slight changes in the structure caused by small energy

contribution, can be used for the detection of nuclear

radiation.

Because of the quasi continuum of energy levels

in metals they cannot be used for these purposes. The

resistivity of copper accounts for 1.7 • 10 Ohm-cm,while

the electron activation energy E = 0 eV. Because of the

great freedom of electrons in the metr,l they represent

sources of unlimited noise in which it is impossible to

notice the effect of nuclear radiation.

The activation energy and the origin of charge

carriers in crystal insulators and semiconductors are

essentially different in relation to metals. The specific
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15resistivity of mica, for example, is 9 • 10 Ohm-cm ,while

of germanium monocrystals it is 60 Ohm-cm at room tempe-

rature. The activation energy for crystal insulators is

higher than 3 eV and for semiconductors it varies from

0.01 - 3 eV.

Thus due to the suitable properties of crystal

insulators the possibility of their use for the detection

of radiactive radiation was relatively early investigated

(Ja32).

2,2. Crystal nuclear counters

In 1945 Van Heerden found that at the temperature

of 77°K silver-chloride crystals change their conductivity

if they are exposed to radioactive radiation and owing to

this phenomenon they can be used for the detection of

nuclear particles end gamma quanta (He45).

Not long afterwards it was found that e whole

series of crystals such as cadmium-sulphide, alkaline

halogenid.es, diamond and others have similar properties.

These crystals enabled the obtaining of counters with high

stopping power, fast pulse rise time and long life.

However, after a short time it was found thrt besides the

favorable properties of the crystal counters there are

some limitations.

Under the influence of the external electric

field the charge carriers in crystal counters move towards

the electrodes. In this movement part of the carriers are

captured in numerous active centers of the crystal. To

reduce this effect it is necessary to establish strong

fields in the crystal, of the order of 10 V/cm. Even with
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such strong fields the presence of small quantities of

chemical impurities in the crystal or the imperfection of

the crystal lattice cause remarkable capture of charge

carriers thus leading to perturbation of the homogeneous

distribution of charge in the crystal. Thus, while

external radiation acts upon the crystal the process of

its electrical polarization develops. This phenomenon can

change the properties of the crystal to such an extent

that if it is not previously depolarized it can no longer

be used for the detection of radiations.

This disadvantage is especially important if one

is to measure the energy of radiation. Anotiier-d-L&advantr.ge,.

no less important.,is the-unequal efficiency of these

counters. Besides, the need for crystal cooling, depola-

rization, problems of the size and quality of the crystal,

all this has limited the use of crystal nuclear counters

to some special cases.

In May 1949, summing up the achievements with

crystal counters, Hof sta;dtBr~ concluded that the present

situation is probably only temporary and that it can be

changed by the discovery of new materials which will allow

radiation detection even at room temperature (Ho49). In

September the same year, a material was found in the semi-

conductors for the production of new detectors in which

disadvantages of the crystal counters were avoided.

Semiconductors were used for these purposes only

for practical but not for fundamental reasons. Owing to

the exceptional chemical-purity and structural perfection

of germanium and silicon crystals obtained artificially,

the properties of these crystals make them far more

advantageous over the crystal found in nature.
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2.3. Semiconductor nuclear counters - discovery and

development

Shortly after the first report on transistors

McKay, in 1949,used semiconductors, the N-P junction of

a commercial germanium diode (Ka49) for the detection of

nuclear radiation.ThiB first semiconductor counter had a

narrow sensitive region and its only value lay in the

demonstration of a new principle of detection.

In 1955 Simon.made germanium counters with a

surface barrier layer (Si55). Mayer and Gossik found that

pulses of these counters are proportional to the energy of

incidence alpha particles (Ma56). With c counter whose
2

sensitive area was 6 mm they obtained'energy resolution

of 12$ for alpha particles of 5.3 McV. It wrs only in 1958

that semiconductor counters were used for the first time

in nuclear investigations. Dabbs n̂d his collaborators in

Oak Ridge measured rngulcr distribution of rlpha particles

and fission fragments from orientcted nuclei at the tempe-

rature of liquid helium (Da.58).

Shortly afterwards intense investigations of the

characteristics of these detectors and their use in

extremely different fields of nuclear physics were under-

taken.

2.4. Mechc.nism of work and characteristics of

semiconductor counters

2.4.1. Structure of semiconductor crystals

In a silicon or germanium crystal atoms ore arranged

in c wo.y thc.t corresponds to the structure of r, diamond.
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Each of the four peripheral electrons is bound with one

electron of the neighboring atom in the lattice, thus

forming a covalent bond which reduces the energy levels of

electron.

In an ideally pure crystal the number of free

electrons is equal to the number of free holes. The presence

of chemical impurities in the crystal increases the number

of one kind of charge carriers. Thus, there are majority

and minority carriers.

With the addition of chemical impurities the

concentration of minority carriers falls below the value

which it would have at a given temperature in case of high

purity crystals, according to the law

N •
m

N =
n

2
NT

1

where N - concentration of majority carriers, N - con-

centration of minority carriers, and N. - equilibrium

concentration of carriers in a high purity substance.

Therefore, at every temperature in a crystal

there is a fixed number of free electrons and holes. If

there is an excess of free electrons, the crystal is of en

N-type and if there is an excess of holes the crystal is

of a P-type.

2.4*2. Energy levels and mechanism of current

conduction in semiconductors

Independent mechanisms of current conduction in

semiconductors are mrde possible by electrons in the con-

duction and holes in the valence zone. In an ideclly pure

semiconductor they ore formed in ran equcl number by
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excitation of the electrons through the forbidden energy

gone. The resulting conductivity is the intrinsic conducti-

vity.

If there are donors of electrons (elements of

the V-A column of the periodic system), or acceptors

(elements of the III-A column), they can give additional

carriers - electrons and holes. At a sufficiently low

temperature in the presence of impurities, current con-

duction which is enabled by their activation is predominant,

the intrinsic conduction being established at higher tem-

peratures.

The energy levels of semiconductors (Pig.l),

valence and conduction zone, donor and acceptor levels are

filled with electrons according to Fermi-Dirac's statistics,

Fermi-Dirac's distribution function, f , which

gives part of all the states possessing energy E occupied

by electrons, is expressed by:

f
n E-Ef

kT
e + 1

where E,, - Fermi level (energy level for which the pro-

bability that it will be occupied by one electron is 0.5).

Part of the state occupied by holes is:

f = 1 - f = =
p n Ef-E

kT
e + 1

In a simple way it is possible to show that the

effective number of states with energy E in a unit volume

in conduction, or in valence zone, equals:



conductance zone

donor level

forbidden zone

acceptor level

valence zone

Pig.l. Energy levels of the semiconductor.
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where M is the effective mass of carriers.

With Fermi-Dirac 's statistics it is possible in

each individual case, from the energy and the number of

donor or acceptor states, to determine the temperature

dependence of electron concentration in the conduction

zone, n, and at the donor level, n , i.e. the concentration

of holes in the valence zone, p, and at the acceptor level,

Fa

Let us take for example the N-type of germanium

with (Ho58):

Nd = 10
15/cm3

N = 101Vcm3
a

E = 0.36 eV
P
E, = 0.32 eV
a

E = -0.32 eV

E = -0.36 eV

where N and N - donor and acceptor concentrations, and

E , E,, E , and E - energies of the conduction, donor,
p a a v

acceptor and valence levels.

A graph of the dependence of the electron con-

centration, n and n , rnd the hole concentration, p, on

the temperature obtained in this cr.se is shown in Pig.2.

At 0 K ell electrons are in the lowest energy

state allowed by Pc-ul 's principle. In the given exrmple

the excess of N - N^ ( = 9 * 10 /cm ) electrons is bound

to the donors up to c temperature of about 30 K, where c

remarkable number of electrons is excited and reach the



Fig.2. Concentration of carriers as a
function of temperature.
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conduction zone. The range 0-30 K is the bound range,

At higher temperatures more and ir.ore electrons

pass from the donor level to the conduction zone. However,

there still is no remarkable excitation of electrons in

the valence zone. The number of carriers in this field up

to a temperature of about 325 K remains constant. This is

the saturation range.

Above 320 K a considerable number of electrons

from the valence zone are excited and they enter into the

conduction zone leaving free holes in the former. N - N
u ^.

takes the approximate value of the difference in crystals

with intrinsic conductivity. In the temperature range above

450 K there is the intrinsic range.

With slight variations these considerations can

also be applied to semiconductors of the P-type.

In this way the temperature dependence of the

silicon and germanium counter characteristics can be

explained and the difference in their behavior at moderate

temperatures can be understood.

Thermal excitation of carriers through the 0.66

eV energy gap in germanium crystals is, even at room

temperature an extensive source of undesired noise. Owing

to the higher energy gap in silicon crystals (1.1 eV) this

effect is considerably less expressed.

While germanium counters require good cooling,

silicon counters can be used at room temperature.

2.4.3. N-P junction of semiconductors - sensitive region

of semiconductor counters

There are three basic regions in the N-P junction
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of semiconductors: one in which the N-type impurities are

predominant, the other in which the P-type impurities are

predominant and finally the transient region.

Every stationary energy state on both sides of

the transient region must have the same probability for

electron occupation. Hence, Fermi's level can be used as

a criterion for the construction of the transient region

of the given N-P junction (Pig.3).

In the transient region donors and acceptors

which are usually activated and ionized at normal tempe-

ratures form a space charge region. This region, the

barrier layer, has the properties of a high purity materiel*

Some of the free electrons from the N-region

recombine with holes from the transient region leaving an

excess of positively charged donors in the former. Such

positively space charging of impurities reduces the energy

levels in the N-region. Likewise, ionized acceptors in the

P-region lead to spree charging which raises the energy

level.

Since electrons tend to lower and holes to higher

energy levels, positive biasing of the N-region, which

corresponds to an increase of the positive space charge,

will obviously establish greater barriers in current flow.

On the other hand, the application of an opposite electric

field, i.e. negative charging of the N-region, will reduce

the resistance of the N-P junction of the semiconductor.

That is why in the first case it is called the reverse and

in the second the direct electric field (Pig.4).

Since the number of carriers in the barrier is

small its conductivity is also negligible, i.e. close to

and even less than the conductivity of high purity crystals.



transition region

P-type |N-type

Fig.3. Energy diagram of the N-P junction,

f

direct direction reverse direction

Pig.4. Energy diagram of the N-P junction
with external electric field.
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Consequently, in case of the reverse electric field the

voltage drop is greatest on the barrier, whereas the N and

P regions behave like "good" conductors "because of the

relatively small resistance. In this way, with the ap-

plication of very low voltages, of the order of magnitude

of 10 volts, an electric field even up to 10 volts/cm can

be established in the barrier. This provides efficient

collection of carriers on the electrodes.

If a nuclear particle or photon produces a

certain number of free carriers in the barrier of the

counter in which there is a strong electric field (Pig.5),

they will be collected on the electrodes in a very short

time. At a suitable resistar in the electric circuit of

the counter a voltage pulse will be obtained - a proof

that a process in which a nuclear particle or photon acted

upon the crystal took place.

2.4.4. Characteristics of the semiconductor counter

Semiconductor counters synthesize useful

chrracteristics of crystcl nuclear counters and positive

properties of semiconductor crystals of high chemical

purity and structural perfection.

A small amount of energy which should be used

for the production of c. pair of electron holes (E~.=3.50-0.07
o 1

eV, E_ =2,94^0.15 eV), its independence of the kind and
Ge

energy of the particle or photon that affects the crystal,

and the long life of the carriers in semiconductors (of

the order of magnitude of 1 msec in good crystals - Table

1 - Le6l), all these are new moments in the detection of

radiation using solids.



potentijaL , V

distance

Fig.5. Potential barrier of the semi-
-conductor counter.



Tempe- Carrier Carrier Mobility and
Material rature mobility life-time life-time produc

°K cm2/V sec sec of carrier
i2/voltcm'

Diamond

Silicon

Germanium

Germanium

Silicon+gold

Ind ium-arsenid e

Galium-arsenide

Tellurium

Cadmium-sulphid e

300

300

300

78

140

300

300

300

300

1200

500

1800

1.5-1O4

104

3*1O4

103

560

50

2

6

7

io-8

• IO-3

10-3

IO-3

io-7

• io-8

• io-7

io-8

io-8

1.2

1

1.8

15

io-3

1.8

7 •

5.6

5 •

• 10 °

• io-3

IO'4

. io-6

io-7

3J

great mobility and long life-time of carriers allow good

energy resolution of the counter

The characteristics of semiconductor counters

are:

- high stopping power,

- fast rise time of pulses,

- linear dependence of the pulse height on

energy,

- excellent energy resolution,

- slight sensitivity to gamma end neutron

radiation,

- stability of operation, and

- minimum size and simplicity of construction.
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Besides these there are: absence of inefficient

volume, negligible spontaneous counting,good discrimination

of radiation which is not measured, possibility of work in

vacuum, simple construction of ordinary counters and

detectors for special purposes (O/'-counter, dE/dX counter,

neutron spectrometer, etc.).

Despite the following disadvantages:

- low pulse heights,

- liability to radiation damage,

- limited application in high energy ranges of

heavy particles, electrons and gamma rays

semiconductor counters have considerably replaced proporti ̂i-"-

and scintillation counters, Prisch chambers and magnetic

spectrometers for heevy particles, and have made possible

series of new investigations in nuclear physics.



3. LONG-TUBE METHOD AND ITS USE FOR ABSOLUTS

HIGH NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENTS

3.1. Neutron flux measurement with semiconductor counters

For the measurement of neutron fluxes inside

reactors semiconductor counters were used for the first

time by Babcock and collaborators (Ba59). They showed that

using miniature N-P junction semiconductor counters and

different targets: H, Li , B , and U , fast and thermal

neutron fluxes of 10 - 10 n/cm sec can be measured with

good discrimination of gamma radiation and negligible

depression of the neutron flux. They also showed that the

response of semiconductor counters remained constant when

they were exposed to moderate reactor radiation. In case

of fission targets, the counter response did not change

if exposed to integral fluxes of thermal neutrons of

10 n/cm , or with doses of 5 • 10 of fission fragments

per unit area. It also remained constant in the flux of

gemma radiation of Co of 10 photons/cm sec.

The new technique allowed excellent space

definition of the neutron flux in the reactor, it greatly

accelerated and facilitated the measurements.

With the system of fission counters - a fission

probe Steinberg measured the distribution of the neutron

flux in the Plum Brook Research Renctor (St60). In semi-

conductor fission counters gamma rc.dia.tion did not produce

pulses of higher amplitudes, therefore, at a power of 2 W

the fission spectrum was completely separated from the

background. Aside from observing the variations of the

efficiency of the counter with increasing neutron dose,
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its energy response, i.e. the fission spectrum obtained

after longer work of the counter in a strong field of

reactor radiation, was also observed. With a dose of
12

3.6 • 10 nvt of thermal neutrons, the shape of the fis-

sion spectrum essentially changed while no change was

observed in the counter efficiency. With higher neutron

doses the efficiency was lower than 100$.

This showed that the use of semiconductor

counters for direct neutron measurements in reactors will

be limited by the damage of their crystal structure

induced by high doses of radiation. This means that these

detectors can only be used for measurements in reactors

at low powers.

Having these results in mind, as well as the

experience of some other research workers in nuclear

physics using semiconductor counters, we approached this

work first to repeat some of these measurements, then to

find the most optimal conditions for work with these

counters under critical circumstances, and finally, to

try to overcome the above difficulties and make possible

measurements with counters even in extremely high fields

of radiation,

3.1.1. Li -semiconductor counter

To provide neglectoble depression of the neutron

flux and at the same time the least possible background,

i.e. low contribution of gamms. red in t ion and neutron

reactions in silicon, Li -semiconductor counters were made

of very thin silicon plates (100-150 microns). 2000 Ohm-cm

N-silicon wes used, with which even r.t c. voltage of 4-5 V
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the sensitive area of the counter was 45 microns deep. The
2

efficient areas of counters varied from 1 to 100 mm , and
-5 -3

their sensitivities to thermal neutrons were 5*10 - 5*10
6 2

Counters with a Li F target (•--' 100 ,ug/cm ) were fixed to

miniature transistor "bases which connected the counter

with corresponding electronics.

To avoid irradiation of the sensitive transistor

preamplifier in the reactor, it was positioned at one end

of a 2 m long aluminum tube with a counter at the other

end. The tube in the reactor was moved by remote control

by means of an electric motor with reduction. Thus, it was

possible to change the position of the counter in the

reactor by moving the tube continuously or discontinuously

in steps of 7 cm.

The number of pulses per second of the Li

counter in the center of the RB reactor core, linearly

changed with the reactor power in the whole working range

from 50 mW to 10 W.

Such an instrument wa.s used to measure the

distribution of the neutron flux in the reactor. One of

the horizontal thermal neutron flux distributions measured

at 1 W in the RB reactor core is shown in Fig.7. For

comparison, values ore given which were obtained by

activating the copper foils under the seme conditions.

Agreement of the results is obvious.

With a semiconductor counter one mr.pping of the

neutron flux lasts from 5 to 10 minutes, while the ir-

radiation of foils in the reactor c.t a power of 1 W lasts

about half an hour, and the analysis, measurement and

calculation of their activity lasts several hours.
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The great time saving enables such reactor

investigations which require numerous neutron flux mappings.

For instance, adopting this technique, Raisic and coworkers

made a successful measurement of the influence of the

horizontal reflector in the reactor core on the neutron

flux distribution for a series of various reactor lattice©

(St64).

3.1.2. 4-Pi fission semiconductor counter

To measure very low neutron fluxes it is neces-

sary to use as largest solid angle of detection as possible.

In case of the 4-Pi method by which the particles are

detected in the 4-Pi solid angle, this condition is best

satisfied. The possibility of using different types of

4-Pi detectors (gaseous H?, He , He and. BF counters,

scintillation counters, nuclear emulsions, etc.) has been

carefully considered from the theoretical point of view

as well. In his thesis Chul Mo Kim compared nine 4-Pi

detectors as for their behavior in strong fields of gammr.

radiation, their efficiency end energy resolution (Ki60).

Except for the foils, the sensitivity of other detectors

to gamma radiation is so great that they crnnot be used,

without great difficulty, for direct measurements in the

rerctor core.

By detecting fission fragments with two semi-

conductor counters in 4-Pi geometry we found a new way of

neutron flux absolute measurement from 10 - 10 n/cm sec.

As distinct from other 4-Pi detectors, the 4-Pi

fission semiconductor counter usefully combines: 1) high

Q-value of reaction (200 MeV), 2) excellent energy
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resolution, and 3) work in coincidence arrangement.

By adding coincidence fission pulses, we obtained

pulses whose amplitudes were far higher than the noise of

the counter. This provided a negligibly small background

of the 4-Pi fission counter. The well-known geometric

efficiency of the counter and the fact that alpha emitters

constitute most of the fissile isotopes, allow the

determination of the number of atoms in the target by

absolute measurement of alpha activity with the same

counter.

The only disadvantages of this counter were its

relatively low efficiency and change of the characteristics

by strong irradiation induced by fast neutrons.

The efficiency of the 4-Pi fission counter for

utrons was 1.2 • 10~thermal neutrons was 1.2 • 10~ . In case of a target of

100/Ug Pu it was 1.7 • 10 . With thermal neutron flux
6 2

of 10 n/cm sec it WPS possible to obtain about 12,000 p/min.

To measure lower fluxes than these it is better to use the

B (n,alpha)Li or Li (n,alpha)T reaction insterd of

fission. The efficiency of the 4—Pi counter with o 100

Lrgei

,239

) All

10 -2
B target would be 2 • 10 , i.e. 120 times higher than
with P

Besides for absolute measurements, the 4-Pi

semiconductor fission counter can be used for the

determination of neutron spectra obtained from the ratio

of fission yields of o. suitable series of isotopes. A

comparison of the differences and ratios of these yields

with the values calculated by the multj-group theory, is

one way to check the choice of the efficient cross-sections

used in the theory for numerous calculations of reactor

magnitudes.
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3.1.3. Semiconductor counter - fission probe

To find out possibilities of measuring neutron
8 2

fluxes higher than 10 n/cm sec, a series of experiments

were made in the core of the 10 MW reactor at VinSa. An

N-P junction semiconductor counter (product of RCA Victor

Co., Montreal), with a 5 mm sensitive area was used for

detecting fission fragments coming from the natural

uranium target (100/Ug/cm ) placed close to the counter.

Since the fission counter was placed in the

position of the maximum flux in the VK-5 channel, the

reactor power was gradually increased. The noise of the

detector increased with reactor power and already at 100 W

the maximum noise amplitudes reached the pulse size of
210

Po elpha particles of 5.3 MeV, The fission spectrum

obteined at low reactor powers, up to 100 W, showed

characteristic peaks well-separated from the noise and

the low energy pert of the spectrum. At 10 KW the position

of the peck in the spectrum did not change but the noise

level reached the size of heavier fission fragment pulses.

If the detector was irradiated for a longer time (hours)

at 10 KW the noise amplitudes decreased slowly, the pulse
210size of Po alpha particles being decreased twice with

a fast neutron dose of 10 per unit area. At the same

time the inverse resistance of the detector changed from

200 MOhm to 4 MOhm. If gamma irradiation prevailed, i.e.

if work was done at zero power or at 100 W, the change of

the inverse resistance was slight and it was found to bo

reversible. In case of strong neutron activation the change

of the resistance was considerable and constant. Analysis

of a gamma irradiated RCA detector showed the presence of
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the following radioisotopes: Mg , Si , Cu , Ni and

Au . Mg and Si were induced by (n,alpha) and

(n,gamma) neutron reactions on Si , whereas the latter

three by activating the components of the detector.

To reduce the harmful effect of gamma radiation,

neutrons and detector activation, we made several surface

barrier counters using N-Silicon of low resistivity (100

Ohm-cm). One of the counters was used to observe the change

of the counting rate of fission fragments with change of

the reactor power and it WPS found to follow linear

dependence up to 3 KW (Fig.6). At this power the thermal
10 2

neutron flux at the measuring point was 1.6 • 10 n/cm sec

e.nd the rate of ge.mma dose 7 • 10 Rr.d/h.

By moving the fission semiconductor counter

along the VK-2 channel, the vertical thermal neutron flux

distribution c.t a reactor power of 1 KW (Pig.8) wr.s measured.

This distribution agrees with thr.t of Boreli end coworkers

obtained by a pulse fission chamber (Bo62a). Above 3 KW

the counting rate began to deviate from linearity because

of the pile-up of pulses induced by gamma radiation. By

using nanosecond electronics, it would be possible to

reduce this effect to a considerable extent and to extend

the range of linear dependence probably even over 10 KW,
9 2

At such high powers a fast neutron flux of 5 • 10 n/cm sec

is obtained even in thermal reactors (Be6l). In this case

the life-time of the semiconductor counter would not be

longer than 30-40 minutes. In reactors of several tens or

a hundred megawatts it would be measured by milliseconds.

Therefore, the use of fission semiconductor

counters in nuclear reactors is limited by the background

and the life-time of the semiconductor counter in a region
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Pig.6. Counting rate as a function
of reactor power.
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of intense neutron radiation. For these reasons it is not

possible to perform direct neutron measurements with

semiconductor counters in reactors with powers above

several tens of kilowatts.

3,2. Long-tube method - outline

As we have shown in the preceding sections, semi-

conductor counters have been successfully used for measur-

ing neutron fluxes in reactors at low powers. The use of

these counters, as well as all other detectors, for these

measurements at high powers, is limited by the strong gamma

and neutron radiation in the reactor core.

To solve the problem of detecting individual

neutrons in the reactor core, let us see how the existing

neutron counters work.

Each of the counters represent a whole consisting

of two parts, the target which reacts with neutrons, and

the sensitive part in which charged particles coming from

the target induce certain effects.

The target in the neutron counter is a source

of data obtained during measurements. The sensitive part

of the counter follows the reaction of the target end

transfers information to the observer. Thus it is necessary

for the target to be present in the reactor core, while

the counter need not be. In this case, however, connection

must be estrblished between the target and the counter.

This idea of seprrrting the target from the

counter was realized by using r 6 m long evacuated aluminum

tube with the target at the bottom, rnd the semiconductor

counter nt the other end ~utide the reactor core. The
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counter detects fission fragments or charged particles

due to neutron induced nuclear reactions in the target.

By placing the counter at a certain distance

from the reactor core we avoided its radiation damage.The

life-time of the counter is thus prolonged by several

million times the counting efficiency Toeing also reduced

to the same extent. However, this is not a problem.Owing

to the extremely high neutron fluxes despite the small
_7

solid angle of detection, about 10 of 4-Pi steridians,

hundreds of thousands even millions of pulses per second

can be obtained.

In this way a new method of direct measurement

of high neutron fluxes was obtained. We called it the

long-tube method and for the time being it is the only

counting method that can be used in high power nuclear

reactors.

3.3. Relative high neutron flux measurement .us ing fission

of heavy nuclei

3.3.1. Experimental equipment and geometry of the

experiment

The experimental equipment consists of an aluminum

tube, target, semiconductor counter, preamplifier and other

electronics necessary for work with semiconductor counters.

The long tube wc.s made of pure aluminum (99.98$)

whose thermr.l neutron absorption cross-section wrs 0.26 b

(Ta6l). The tube was 6 meters long with a 30 mm outer

dic.meter and 1 mm thick walls. Calculation showed that the

depression of the thermal neutron flux, caused by the tube,

wes neglectable; this was experimentally confirmed too.
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The change of the reactor reactivity with the tube inserted

into the central vertical channel was only 8 • 10~ . A few

circular rings placed along the tube allowed it to be

axially-symmetrically positioned in the vertical channel.

At the upper end of the tube there was a connection to

vacuum and an opening for a circular plate with the counter.

During the measurement the tube was evacuated to a pressure
_2

of 10 mmHg.

The target consists of 540 /Ug 2% enriched uranium

which as uranium dioxide was equally deposited on aluminum
2

foil 1 mg/cm thick. This foil, 2 cm in diameter, wcs fixed

to a thin aluminum cylinder which slid er.sily along the

tube. By means of a spec is 1 holder the tcrget wcs put into

the reactor core and slid down to the bottom of the tube.

Another holder in the form of v. harpoon with an elastic

pen-shaped end was used to take the target out of the tube.

The target was positioned in the reactor with an error of

2-3 mm.

The semiconductor counter made of 600 Ohm-cm
2

N-Silicon had a sensitive area of 20 mm , Thus the
.7

geometrical efficiency was 0.43 * 10 . With such an

efficiency and a target of 540/Ug 2<fi enriched uranium,
—10

the unit thermal neutron flux gave 0.82 • 10 counts/min.

3.3.2. Relative neutron flux measurement

To define the chrrrcteristics of the long-tube

method and check its usefulness in practice we performed

experiments on the 10 MW reactor r.t Vine"?..

The 10 MW reactor ot Vincr. is c. heterogeneous

reactor fueled with 2$ enriched urcnium, mod err ted by her.vy
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water and with a graphite reflector. The reactor core is

123.6 cm high and 136 cm in diameter. The vertical

channels in which we measured the neutron flux (VK-2 and

VK-7) are about 6 m high and 5 cm in diameter. At 6.5 KF

the peak thermal neutron flux is 5.5 • 10 , and the mean
13 2

value 3.8 • 10 n/cm sec.

Figure 9a shows the cross-section of the reactor

with the long tube. The long tube (2) with a fission

target (1) is inserted in the reactor core. The semicon-

ductor counter (3) and the preamplifier (5) are beneath

the water shielding, 6 m far from the reactor core. An

electric motor (6) is used to change the height of the

tube in the vertical channel. Dynamic vacuum is established

by means of a mechanical pump which is connected to the

tube via a plug (4). The active gases released from the

fission target during the reactor run flow from the

vacuum pump to the ventilation system of the reactor.

Figure 9b shows the details of the reactor with

the long tube in the VK-2 channel, the position of the

fuel elements, the experimental vertical channels, and

safety and control rods.

During a reactor run at 5.2 MW by using a single-

-cho.nnel analyzer we took the spectrum of pulses from the

semiconductor counter. Even the first measurements by the

long-tube method gave a good fission spectrum (Fig.10),

and this confirmed the reasonability of the idea on which

the method is based. It can be seen from the spectrum

that prrt of the fission pulses can easily be distinguished

from the counter noise. This made possible exclusively

fission pulses to be counted by choosing a suitable



Pig.9a# Long tube in the RA reactor core.
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discrimination level thus checking the linearity of the

method.

The obtained linear dependence of the counting

rate on the reactor power (Pig.11) confirms the good

discrimination of gamma radiation and applicability of the

method within the range of 0.5 - 5.2 MW. Figure 11 shows

two lines: line A obtained with a discrimination level of

15 V, which corresponds to the first minimum in the

spectrum, and line B obtained with 45 V which divides the

fission spectrum into two parts: the field of noise and

pulses of heavy fragments and of light fragments. As may

be expected the agreement of the results is somewhat better
10 2

in the latter case. A flux of 1.2 • 10 n/cm sec corresponds

to one pulse from line A.

After confirming the linearity of the method,

the vertical distribution of the neutron flux in reactor

core was measured. The results of measurements c.t 5.2 MW

are shown in Pig.12. If this distribution is compared with

that obtained at 1 P (Fig.8) we shell see that they differ

in both shape and position of the peak.

The results obtained r.t low reactor powers cannot

be applied to high powers, so this confirms the necessity

and usefulness of measurements by the leng-tube method.

3.3.3. Shape of the fission spectrum

The preceding section has shown that the long-tube

method can be used for direct relative measurements of high

neutron fluxes in the reactor core. Since the geometry of

the experiment in this method is quite accurately defined,

we shall consider the possibility of using the long-tube
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method for absolute measurements of neutron fluxes.

The first problem encountered is the unsatisfac-

tory shape of the fission spectrum. Figure 10 shows that

the low energy part of the fission spectrum is deformed

and instead of "beginning from zero it "begins with a

certain number of pulses. It is obvious that the exact

number of pulses cannot be determined in such a spectrum.

With respect to the accuracy required in absolute

measurements, it was important to obtain as best fission

spectrum as possible.

In the beginning such a deforned shape was

escribed to the thickness of the target, bad vacuum in the

tube and radiation affecting the semiconductor counter

during the measurements. Subsequent experiments conducted

on the McMaster reactor in Hamilton revealed the real

cause for the deformation of the fission spectrum. This

made possible the use of the long-tube method for absolute

measurements.

The reactor of the McMaster University in

Hamilton is a swimming pool reactor with 93$ enriched fuel
23 5

(3.6 -4.3 kg U ) and a graphite reflector. The maximum

reactor power is 1 MW. The mean neutron flux at 1 MW is
12 2

6.7 * 10 n/cm sec. The reactor core is compact with

MTR-type fuel elements. The active zone of the reactor

is at a depth of about 6 m.

The position of the aluminum tube in the

McMaster reactor core is shown in Pig.13. It is marked

with letter T in the C8 field. Right next to it (C7) is

the fuel element. The black circles indicate the fuel

elements, the grey circles are the graphite elements end



Pig.13. Core loading of McMaster reactor
(T - long tube).

Fig.14. Long tube in McMaster reactor
core.
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the black squares are the safety and control rods. The

circle marked with PC indicates the fission chamber used

in some measurements.

Owing to Serenkov radiation we made a photograph

of the reactor core which shows the core elements and the

long tube inserted in the hollow graphite element placed

by the active zone (Fig.14).
2^5

With a 90/Ug 93.18$ U target, a sufficient

number of fission pulses per minute and at solid angles
Q rj

of only 10 - 10 of 4-Pi steridians was obtained even

at 100 KW.

Figure 15 shows a typical fission spectrum

obtained at 1 MW in these improved experimental conditions,

i.e. less irro.die.tion of the counter (1.6 R/h), better

vacuum (<10~ mmHg) and thinner target (30/Ug/cm U ).

It also shows the previous characteristic deformation of

the low energy part.

After eliminating the thickness of the target,

bad vacuum and. irradiation of the target, as the possible

causes for the deformations of the fission spectra, we

approached investigations of the behavior of semiconductor

counters in experimental conditions.

After removing the fission target from the tube

we measured the background. At 1 MW the background was

mainly produced by particles from the fast neutron reactions
27

on Al . With respect to the number of pulses in a unit

time and the height of their amplitudes, it was possible

to neglect the background in fission measurements. Thus

with Ra and Am sources placed near the counter and

during a reactor run at 1 MW we obtained characteristic
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alpha spectra with very good energy resolution.

In the subsequent measurements use was made of
23 5

the U target and thin aluminum absorbers placed on the

path of the fission fragments. With an absorber of 4.7

mg/cm quite sufficient to stop fission fragments of high-

. est energies, the number of pulses in the counter decreased

to background level.

From these measurements it could be concluded

that fission fragments were the cause for the shape of the

low energy part of the spectrum.

Considering this fact two alternative explanations

were given. First, because of the capture and recombination

of the carriers in the crystal, the response of the semi-

conductor counters for fission fragments did not have to

be proportional to the energy of these particles. Second,

fission fragments which on their way from the target lost

part of their energy could also reach the counter.

To check the first possibility we used twelve

different semiconductor counters five of which were of the

N-P junction type (product of RCA Co. and the Chalk River

National Laboratory), and seven surface barrier counters

of our own production. The resistivities of the P-Si mono-

crystals of the first group of counters varied from 100 to

12,000 Ohm-cm, and of the N-Si monncryst^ls of the second

group from 100 to 2,000 Ohm-cm. The crrriers life-time in

these cr.refully selected crystals wr-s 300-1,200/usec.

All the fission spectre ^bttined with these

counters under quite different conditions(carrier life-times,

intensities of the electric field in the counter, "nd the

cngles of incidence of fission fragments in relation to the
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direction of the electric field) had the same shape as the

earlier spectra.

The efficiency of collecting carriers in the

counter barrier of depth w, is expressed by:

(w/ 2 / U^6 ) |
-1

where:yu - mobility, ^ - carrier life, C - maximum strength

of the electric field (Mi62a). To obtain efficiency '?| close

to one it is necessary that the length of capture (/LiU'o )

be high in relation to the length of their path in the

counter (w). Table 2 shows the limiting values of the ratio

of the capture length of carriers to the barrier depth

/U^C/w) for a group of the twelve counters used. The
A.

very high values of these ratios ( ̂  3 • 10 ) confirm the

negligible ( <5O_0~ $>) losses of the carriers by capture on

active centers in the crystal.

Type
silic

P

N

N

P

of
on

Resistivity
Ohm-cm

100

100 , 1

2,000 1

12,000

Table

/U

10" s

500

,500

,500 1

500

2

10 6s

300

800 3

,200

600

£
V/cm

2.

.3'

51

• 10 4

•104

•10J

W

10 cm

50

30 1

100

100

4

.3

9

3

w

,105

•107

•105

.104

The recombination of electrons and holes along

the particle track may be due to: 1) direct recombination

process with photon emission, 2) recombination via excitcne,

and 3) recombination on active recombination centers.
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In silicon crystals it is only recombination on

active centers that is of some importance (Mi62), The

magnitude of this effect depends on the ratio of the carrier

recombination life-time to plasma time (time in which

charged particles are maintained in a strongly ionized

column along the fission fragment track by electrostatic
19 3

force, with about 10 electron-hole pairs per cm ). To

reduce recombination of carriers to the least possible

extent it is necessary to use strong fields in the counter,
4about 10 V/cm. The effect of recombination also depends on

the orientation of the fission fragment track in relation

to the direction of the field in the counter (Br61, We62).

The independence of the general shape of the

obtained fission spectra of the strength of the electric

field and the incidence angle of particles in the barrier

of the counter, excludes any possible reduction of efficiency

for collecting carriers produced by fission fragments caused

by the effect of capture and recombination of carriers.

This was checked in an independent way, by n

scintillation counter. With r. thin 0.13 mm plastic scintil-

lator put on a 6922-Du Mont photomultiplier tube, we

obtained the fission spectrum at 1 MW. Even with c poor

energy resolution thus achieved a fission spectrum with r.

distorted low-energy part is obtained in this case too

(Fig.16). Therefore, the conclusion that part of the fission

fragments reaches the counter with reduced energy is inevi-

table.

An experiment in which the fission target was

placed on top of the long tube immediately next tn the

counter proved that degradation of the fission fragment



Fig.15. Fission spectrum at 1
(semiconductor counter).

Fig.16. Fission spectrum at 1
(scintillation counter).

Fig.17. Fission spectrum at 1 MW (target
near the semiconductor counter).



energy occurs on its way from the target to the counter.
235

The fission of U was then induced by the thermal neutrons

which streaming up from the reactor core reached the target.

The fission spectrum thus obtained is shown in Fig.17. As

can be seen this is a true undistorted fission spectrum.

Since in all these experiments the vacuum in the

tube was better than 10~ mmHg ( <C 0.1 /Ug air/cm /6 m ) , the

corresponding fission fragment energy loss was neglectable.

Therefore, the only possible explanation for the shape of

the fission spectrum was in the fact that the fission

fragments which by scattering on the long tube lose some

of their energy, also reach the counter.

3.3.4. Scattering of fission fragments

To make a direct experimental check of the

assumption that scattered fission fragments cause deformation

of the fission spectrum, we conducted measurements on the

10 KW Lockheed research reactor (Er63).

For scattering experiments this reactor was

especially suitable for two reasons: because of the high

power strbility and reproductivity (- l/2$) end the excellent

protection aga.inst radiation which allowed er.sy recess to

the measuring instrument and facilitated the measurements.
2 ̂  q

The long tube with Pu rs the target (330
2

yug/3.14 cm ) was inserted nerr by the active zone of the
11 2

reactor in the neutron flux region of 1.2 • 10 n/cm sec'at

10 KW. On the upper end of the long tube there was Wilson's

seal through which another tube (4.5 m long) with a semi-
2

conductor counter (75 mm sensitive area) and a miniature

transistorized preamplifier (model 101C SSE Co., U.S.A.)
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on its "bottom end could be moved without perturbing vacuum

in the long tube. In this way the distance between the

counter and the target could vary from 2 to 6 m. Several

collimators with a hole diameter of 1 and 2 cm which could

be placed inside the long tube at different distances from

the target were made.

The collimator placed in the tube (d = 1 cm)

considerably improved the shape of the fission spectrum.

With two 1 cm collimators, at a distance of 2 and 4 m from

the target, we obtained a very good fission spectrum,similar

to the one in Pig.17. The ratio of maximum pulses of light

fragments of this spectrum to minimum pulses was 18:1,

which is close to the best ratio (22:1) obtained so far

with a semiconductor counter under much better conditions

(Wa64). Without the collimator this ratio wc.s 5si.

The change of the fission spectrum was followed

by an increase in the distance between the counter and the

collimator which was 2 m far from the target. The initially

distorted spectrum obtained with a counter right behind the

collimator (conditions of inefficient collimation) became

more end more regular with increasing distance, hcving such

a shape which also allows absolute measurements in case the

distance between the counter and the collimator was 4 m.

The same results were also stained on the RA
235

rerct^r at 20.4 KW with a U target under conditions in

which later absolute measurements of the neutron flux were

mrde.

These experiments indubitably confirmed that

scattered fission fragments ore the cruse for the particular

shape of the previously obtained spectra. They rlso showed
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that by collimation of particles it can be avoided that the

scattered fission fragments reach the counter, i.e., that

conditions required for absolute measurement of high neutron

fluxes by the long tube method can be established.

3.4. Relative high neutron flux measurements using

nuclear reactions on light nuclei

Besides fission, nuclear reactions of neutrons on

light nuclei can also be used for neutron measurements in

reactors, owing to the low background of the semiconductor

counter, i.e. the neglectable radiation effects at the top

of the long tube.

In this way it is also possible to obtain more

precise data on the behevior of the semiconductor counter

under conditions of the experiments from which the appli-

cability of the long-tube method can be estimated.

A semiconductor counter (600 Ohm-cm N-Si) with a
2

sensitive area of 18.5 mm , and c barrier depth of 40

microns (11 V) was used for getting the background spectrum

at 1 MW (Fig.18). As can be seen the background pulse

amplitudes (about ten background pulses per minute per

channel; 1 channel =12.5 keV) correspond to particleswhose

energy is less than 1.7 MeV.

Prom Table 3, which gives the Q-values for neutron

reactions on aluminum and silicon the•only material exposed

to neutron radiation, it is possible to conclude thr.t the

background of the silicon counter is mainly caused by

protons from the (n,p) reaction on A.
29

from the (n,alpha) reaction on Si .

27
protons from the (n,p) reaction on Al and alpha prrticles
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Table 3

Isotope
(abundance)

Al27 (100$)

Si28 (92.2$)

Si29 (4.68$)

SiJ (3.05$)

Q

(n,p)

-1.84

-3 86

-2.90

-6.51

- value

(n,d)

-6.05

-9.36

-10.11

-11.29

of the

(n,T)

-10.89

-16.17

-11.58

-14.47

reaction,

(n,He3)

-14.70

-12.14

-14.18

-16.28

MeV

(n,alpha)

-3.14

-2.66

-0.036

-4.21

According to the amount of material exposed to

neutrons and the reaction cross-section for fission neutrons

it follows that most of the contribution to the background
27 27

is produced by the Al (n,p)Mg reaction. The contributions

of the neutron capture, the elastic and inelastic scattering

of neutrons on silicon nuclei can be neglected.

The shape of the energy spectrum of the background

pulses and the fact that the background is mainly caused by

protons prove that for neutron measurements it is best to

use exoenergetic (n,alpha) reactions of high Q-values

(Q > 1.7 MeV). In thin barriers of the counter, sufficient

to stop alpha particles, protons will lose only a small

amount of their energy, less than the Q-value for the

(n,alpha) reaction, so the background in the alpha particle

spectrum will be negligible.

If the given isotope is to be used for measurements,

besides the positive Q-value for the (n,alpha) reaction, it

must have: l) a large and well-known cross-section, 2)

negative Q-value for other reactions, 3) high isotopic
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purity (rbsence of isotopic and other impurities which

could give reactions with neutrons), and 4) it should

enable the production of a stable target.

Among light isotopes, Li and B most fully

satisfy the above requirements. The reaction cross-sections

of these isotopes with decreasing neutron energy increase

as l/v and for thermal neutrons they reach the value of

945 b and 4.017 b respectively. The cross-section for
10 7

the B (n,alpha)Li reaction is one of the most precisely
known neutron cross-sections. Due to the small mass and

10
the large reaction cross-section it is possible with B

to obtain a counting rate 160 times that obtained at the
235

same thermal neutron flux with a U target of the same

weight, Both li and B can be separated in c. fairly
17 32

pure form. Besides these the following isotopest 0 , S ,
33 40 45

S , K and Sc can also be used in some crises.

With c 20/Ug/cm Li i?target and a surfr.ee brrrioi-
' 2

counter (600 Ohm-cm, 18.5 mm sensitive arer.) we took

spectre of charged particles from the Li (n,alphcOT reactjor

One of these spectra obtained at 1 MW with a counter ,°t

11 V is shown in Fig.19. In the lower part of the spectrum

there ere two peaks, one belonging to alpha particles of

2.03 MeV and the other to tritons of 2.75 MeV. The energy

resolution for these peaks is 5.3 and 4.5$. In the spectrum
22fi

there are also peaks of Ra alpha particles and its

daughter elements which allow the energy calibration. In

these conditions a strict linear dependence of the detector

response on the particle energy is obtained.

The energy resolution of the peak of Ra C alpha

particles of 4.777 MeV with a shut-down reactor was. 1.5$,
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Pig.18. Background spectrum at 1 MW,

Pig.19. Spectrum of the Li (n,o6)T reaction
products and Ra226 ^ particles and
its daughter elements.
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while at the power of 1 MW it was 1.7$. Even at such a

high reactor power, it was possible almost completely to

separate the weak alpha line of 4.590 MeV (5.7$ transition)
oo c.

from the main group of Ra alpha particles of 4.777 MeV.

The somewhat poorer resolution obtained for alpha particles

and tritons from the Li (n,alpha)T reaction than that

expected from 1.7$ for 4.777 MeV (4$ and 3$), is ascribed

to the thickness of the target and the scattering of

particles on the walls of the tube. The number of pulses

per unit time was proportional to the reactor power within

the range of 100 W-l MW.
7

The spectrum of alpha particles and Li fragments
2 10

obtained at 1 MW with a 20 /ug/cm B target is shown in
4Pig.20. The main peaks in this spectrum, He (1.47 MeV)

and Li (0.84 MeV), correspond to particles from the
10 7 7

B (n,alpha)Li reaction, in which the excited Li nuclei

appears, which goes to ground state by gamma emission. Two

minor pecks, He (1.78 MeV) rnd Li7(l.O2 MeV), ere produced

by the same reaction which in 7$ of coses directly lerds to

ground state of Li (Ma54). Very good linearity end energy

resolution are obtained in this cr.se too.

Since the peaks of 1.47 rnd 1.78 MeV are well

separated from the lower part of the spectrum, it is pos-

sible with high accuracy to determine the number of alpha
10 7

particles from the B (ntalpha)Li reaction. The total

number of pulses in this part of the spectrum is determined

with an error of 0.7$ (statistical error + background

uncertainty). The only obstacle in absolute measurement
10 7

of neutron fluxes by using the B (n,alpha)Li reaction is
the scattering of alpha particles on the walls of the long
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Pig,20. Spectrum of the B (n,oC)Li reaction products,
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tube. As in the case of fission, the contribution of

scattered particles can be avoided by precise collimation

of particles.

To measure neutron fluxes of different energies

at the same time, a target made of two or more isotopes

can be used. For instance, in lithium-metaborate (LiBCO

with isotopically pure Li and B , the ratio of Li and

B atoms is always 1:1. Therefore, if the stoichiometric

ratio of elements in a compound is known, it is easy to

avoid errors in the normalization of results of measurements.

To prove this possibility, we measured the

spectrum of particles from the Li + B target exposed

to thermal neutrons in the core of the McMaster reactor

at 1 if (Pig.21). Because of the slightly thicker target

( '--> 100 /Ug/cm ) the energy resolution was poorer.

3.5. Absolute measurement of high neutron fluxes

For absolute measurements of high neutron fluxes

by the long-tube method it is necessary to consider all

the factors determining the measured yield of reaction

and find values of the corresponding factors in an expression

which establishes connection between the counting rate of

the counter, A(c/sec), and the neutron flux, cp (n/cm sec):

A = 2G • F̂  • F • F • N • f•. • J)
d a s •-• J

where:

G- - geometry factor

F - factor for neutron flux depression

F - absorption factora
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Pig.21. Spectrum of the Li (n,oC)T and B (n,
reaction products.
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F - scattering factor
s

N - number of atoms in the target, and

f.o - effective reaction cross-section.

Before considering each factor from the above

expression separately we shall make a brief review of
235

U fission with thermal neutrons.
235

In the U fission with thermal neutrons the

most probable masses of fission fragments are M = 96 and

M = 140, and the corresponding energies of fragments are

98 and 67 MeVK, respectively. Their initial velocities are
9 9

1.4*10 and 0.93*10 cm/sec. At the time of nuclear fission,

fast neutrons are also emitted, whose spectrum of energies

(Te59) is:

N(E) = 1.872 • V * • e -E/1'J>9°

The time of emission of fast neutrons (which

constitute 99.35$ of fission neutrons, Ke57) is shorter

than 4*10~ sec (Fr52), or more precisely 99$ of these

particles ere emitted at t <10~ sec (Sn51). In such a

short period of time fission fragments from which fast

neutrons are "evaporated" do not pass a distance larger

than 1 mm.

The geometry of the experiment can be determined

by the long tube only due to the fact that emission of

prompt neutrons takes place almost immediately after the

fission of the excited U nucleus. On the other hand,

Fission in three fragments which is far less probable

(Pe57, Ju64) can be neglected.
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if emission of prompt neutrons took place when the fission

fragments were at a large distance from the target, the

corresponding fragment recoil would slightly change their

direction. In this case, because of the small solid angle

(1O~ of 4-Pi steradians), the real efficiency of detection

could differ from the geometric efficiency.

235
Flux depression. As a microgram quantity of U

(PWOOO/Ug/cm ) is used for the target, the neutron flux

depression caused by the target can be neglected.

x

= cb oe
 L

where:

x - target thickness

L - diffusion length of neutrons.

In the first approximation it follows:

dcfc ( d.x
'AJ

wherefrom

XT , zT - macroscopic cross-sections for absorption and
a 235 -1

transmission of neutrons in U (cm ).
-4 T

The value 10 was obtained for the dtp /Jk ratio.
TO

Of other materials only aluminum was used whose
absorption cross-section was A = lb. Approximate calculatia

" a

showed that the screening effect of the aluminum tube

(2R = 41 mm, 0.5 mm thick) and the target support (50/U Al)

was also negligible.

The ratio of the neutron flux on the surface of
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the cylinder ( &) ) and the mean flux in the cylinder (

is given by the selfscreening factor Q:

- = Q

According to Galanin (Ga57) the selfscreening factor Q

for a hollow cylinder is

Q = 1 + -f- ( -*- ) 2 • (1 - -^ )

where:

L - diffusion length of neutrons,

t - thickness of cylinder walls, and

. R - diameter of cylinder.

If for aluminum L = 15 cm, t = 0.05 and R = 4.1 cm, the

value for the second additive member in the above expression

is 7 • 10~7.

Number of atoms in the target. The target is made

of enriched uranium obtained by electromagnetic separation.

Massspectrometric analysis of uranium gave the following
i 2 ^ 5 ^ 2 3 8 -y

isotope abundances: 93.0 - 0.05$ U ; 6.1$ U end 0.9$
234

U . The total amount of uranium in the tc.rget was

285 - 4 /Ug determined gravimetricrlly,

Effective cross-section. The 10 MW reactor c.t

Vinca, on which absolute measurements were made, is a heavy

water reactor with good neutron thercnalization. Thus the

value according to Westcott (We62b) can be used for the
235

effective cross-section for the U fission with thermal

neutrons.

According to Westcott the effective cross-section
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is expressed "by;

O = (g + rs) 6
2000 m

where:

g - factor for a pure Maxwell spectrum,

s - factor for the epithermal component, and

r - contribution of epithermal component in

the spectrum.

For the VK-3 reactor channel at Vinca the r-factor

was found to be: r = 0.044 and r? = 0.034 (Do63). The

effective temperature of neutrons of 120 - 20 C (Ga58,

We58) corresponded to the temperature of the moderator of

60°C (at 6.5 MW). With r = 0.04 at the temperature of

120 - 20°C the effective cross-section for the U fission

according to Westcott was ") = 550.4 b. This value of

£• was used for neutron flux calculations.

Scattering and absorption. For a thin uranium

target (300 /ug/cm = 1/2 4 of the range of fission fragments

in UOp) self-absorption end self-scattering of perticles

can be neglected.

The effect of fission frr.gment scattering on the

counting rate wc.s avoided by piecing c collimrtor r.t r.

distrnce of 2 m from the target. The fission spectrum thus

obtained (Fig.22) was almost identical with that obtained

with the same detector and target in conditions without

scattered particles (target at o. distance of 5 cm fr.r from

the counter). The gas pressure in the tube during the

measurements was lower than 10~ mmHg, so the absorption

end scattering of fission fragments in the gas were

negligible.
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Q

Geometry. The geometric efficiency G=2.646*10"

was obtained with a detector with an effective area of

12.57 - 0,25 mm , a 12 mm diameter target and a distance

of the detector from the target of 615 cm.

The thermal neutron flux was measured in the

vertical VK-2 channel of the RA reactor at Vinca at 6.5 MW.

With the target placed at a distance of 50.0 - 0.5 cm far

from the bottom of the channel, the following thermal

neutron flux was obtained:

= (3.47 - 0.13) x 1013 n/cm2 sec

The accuracy of measurement of 4$ results from uncertainties

in:
23 5

- the number of U atoms in the target (1.4$),
23 5

- the effective cross-section for U fission

- the self-scattering, self-absorption and

absorption of fission fragments (less than -2fo),

- the scattering of fission fragments(less than

+2$),

- the geometry of the experiment (2$),

- instability of the neutron flux and other

factors (1.5$).

The statistical error was about 0.2$. The

reproducibility of results (l$) was limited by the precision

with which the reactor power could be repeated and oscil-

lations of the neutron flux at the point of measurements.

The measured value is in good agreement with the

value (3.35 - 0,34) x 10 n/cm sec obtained by extrapolatioi

of results for the thermal neutron flux which other authors
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obtained "by activating gold at 1 KW (Do63).

One of the disadvantages of the long tube method

in long-term measurements of high neutron fluxes or in the

control of reactor operation is a result of the remarkable

burn-up of the target made of a material with a large

reaction cross-section.

In caso of very high neutron fluxes (10 - 10
2

n/cm sec) the target burn-up could be used for absolute

flux measurement. The counting rate of particles as a

function of time would be:

r - 6
A = GN 6 $ e a

o n,x

where:

G - geometry factor,

N - number of atoms at t = 0
o

r{ - neutron cross-section for tho reaction
-^n,x

observed,

O - neutron absorption cross-section, and
a

<+> - neutron flux.

With a constant neutron flux the slope of the

curve lnA as a function of time is given by product (3 cf> .

If the neutron absorption cross-section is supposed to be

known, the neutron flux can simply be obtained by measuring

the slope of this curve. For target B and the thermal

neutron flux of 10 n/cm sec, the hr-lf-life of the target

would be 5 hours. The exceptional advantage of this method

of absolute measurement of high neutron fluxes is in the

fact that it is not necessary to know either the geometry

of the experiment or the number of atoms in the target.
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3.6. Main characteristics of the long-tube method

This section which concludes the description of

the long-tube method, deals with the possibilities and

advantages which this method offers in measuring high

neutron fluxes, the limitations of the method and its most

profitable use. The possible applications of the method

are presented at the end of the section.

Possibilities of the method. The numerous

experiments made on the reactors at Vinca, Belgrade and

Hamilton, have proved the series of advantages of the

long-tube method in neutron measurements.

The experimental equipment is quite simple. The

neutron flux depression can be neglected. The geometry

of the experiment is exactly known and it can easily be

adjusted to the most convenient conditions of measurement.

The position of the target in the reactor core is

determined with an error of 2-3 mm. The active material

in the target can quite precisely be determined, especially

in case of alpha-active fissile isotopes. Besides simple
10 237

targets,complex targets can also be used. With B + Np ,

Li + U , and other tcrgets, ratios of the reaction

yields of different isotopes can directly be determined.

By choosing the target material it is possible to mecsure

the fr-st or the slow neutron flux.

Measurements of neutron fluxes by this method

ere direct, numerical and continuous. They can be made in

a very short time. It takes only a few minutes for the

neutron flux mapping in the reactor channel.

Owing to the very small background of the
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semiconductor counter compensation for gamma radiation is

not necessary. Hence, the method can also be used for high

neutron flux measurements (10 - 10 n/cm sec) for which

many other methods cannot Toe applied.The counting rate of

the semiconductor counter is linearly dependent on the

neutron flux. Despite the large distance of the counter

from the target it is possible to obtain a very high

counting rate (10 - 10 c/sec, Table 4). The high precision

of the method (1:10 ) and the quick response of the counter
—9(~ 20 • 10 sec) can be decisive in some cases.

Table 4

Isotope

c/sec 2

B 1 0

.7xlO6

o 1 7

?45.5 1 .6xlO4

237Kp J

41.0

x -7
for geometric efficiency of 5.6x10 , fast or
slow neutron flux of 10l3n/cm2sec a n d a target
of 1 mg.

The energy response of the semiconductor counter

is not perturbed by intense reactor radiation. It slightly

differs from the counter response in experiments with

charged particles in nuclear physics. Very good energy

resolution and a email "background of the semiconductor

counter allow precise measurement of the energy of particles

coming from neutron induced reactions on the target. Owing

to this fact fast neutron spectra can also be obtained.

The advantages that are also important in this

method are the time stability of the response of semi-

conductor counters and the possibility of continuous
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observation of the work of the counter and associated

electronics by using an alpha source placed very close to

the counter.

The accuracy of measuring neutron fluxes by this

method is very high and it does not depend on numerous

corrections as in case of other methods. For this reason

this method can also be used for absolute measurements.

Owing to the numerous positive characteristics,

the long-tube method has some advantages over other methods

of measuring high neutron fluxes (Table 5).
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Table 5

Miniature
ionization
chamber

"Activation
method

Long-tube
method

Measurement range

Sensitivity

10 6 - 1 0 U

n/cm'sec

1.5xlO17

n/cm2sec

108-3X1013
3

n/cm^sec

0.4 Ci/10
n/cm^

1 3

1O6-1O14

n/cm^sec

3.7xlO"8

c/n/cm

Reproducibility

Response time (for
Vfo statistical error) 1 sec 0.03 sec

Compensation for
gamma radiation necessary unnecessary unnecessary

Time required for
neutron flux mapping
per channel

Flux depression

Absolute
measurement

Error of absolute
measurement

exists

impossible

-

hours

negligible

possible

minutes

negligible

possible

2
for a 1 ram thick and 1 cm area cobalt foil

for e 300/Ug U target, thermal neutron flux 10 n/cm ser

and P. geometric efficiency of 5.6xlO~
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Limitations of the method. The use of the long-

tube method is limited by 1) limited life-time of the

target, 2) life-time of the counter, 3) radiation from

outside the tube, 4) activity induced by gaseous products,

5) activity of the long tube, and 6) size of the experimental

equipment.

l) In case of long measurements of high neutron

fluxes, the material of the target burns up to a consi-

derable extent. In a thermal neutron flux of 5.5x10
2

n/cm sec (maximum flux of the RA reactor at 6.5 MW) the
23 5

amount of U in the target would be reduced by 10$ in a

40-day period of continuous irradistion.

The life-time of the target could be prolonged

by using two or more fissile isotopes at the same time
235

(Lo63). For instance, with a convenient ratio of U to

U , the half-life of the target even in a high neutron

flux could be several years. In this case neutron capture

by U produces U which after two subsequent beta
239 235

minus decays gives Pu which compensates the loss of U

If the initial ratio of the number of r.toms of

U and U in a target is given by R, then provided the

fission yield does not change with time one obtains:

B = 6t<> < d ^ - d a 8 ) <i^i 1 1
<6f9

where the indices indicate cross-sections for neutron

absorption, fission of U 23-, TJ23- rnd Pu 2 3-.

The following values of the effective neutron

cross-sections with neutron temperrture in the core of
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120 - 20°C (6.5 MW) were used for the RA reactor at Vinca

= 659.0 b 6 ^ = 550.4 b

14.84 b

= 1416.8 b

14.84 b << = 953.0 b

The relative change of the neutron cross-section for a

target with a U to U ratio = 41.8 : 1, i.e., a target
23 5

with 2.3$ enriched U ; is not greater than 2f° during a

one-year reactor run at 6.5 MW with a corresponding thermal
13 2neutron flux of 5.5x10 n/cm sec.

The exposure of the target to very high neutron

fluxes may lead to its excessive heating (3*10 fission/sec

produce 1 Watt). For this reason thin targets should be

used at higher reactor powers.Beccuse of possible heating

and sputtering of the fission materiel, it is necessrry,

in target making, to provide good adherence of the fissile

material to the besis.

2) The total dose of thermal neutrons that
15 2

semiconductor counters can receive is about 10 n/om (Gi6l
12 2

end of fission neutrons about 3'10 n/cm (Be.61). The
11 2

permissible dose of alpha particles is about 10 alpha/cm",
9 2

end fission figments 10 fragments/cm (De6l). In case of

thin dE/dX counters, where the particle range is comparable

with the thickness of the counter, these doses are four or

five times higher (La64).

With respect to the distance of the counter from

the rerctor core end the low rodirtion flux to which it is

exposed, the life-time of the counter should be nver severe:

months even at reactor powers of severel megewetts. Since

mecsurements in the reactor core ot 3 KW with semiconductor
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fission counters proved successful, we may conclude that

the background of the counter on top of the long tube

(geometric factor = 3.6*10 ) would not be an obstacle for

measurements even at reactor powers of 1000 MW!

In some cases a high temperature in the reactor

(100-150 C) can make impossible the use of silicon counters.

In this case SiC counters can be used instead, whose noise

at 800 C does not exceed the pulse height of alpha particles

of 5 MeV (Ba63). During work of the SiC detector at a high

temperature ( > 400 C) along with irradiation we have an

opposite process going on, a process of eliminating effects

induced by radiation (We62r). That is why tho life-time of

these counters in a high flux of rerctor radiation is by

one order of magnitude longer than thrt of silicon counters.

Therefore, they can be used for measuring very high neutron
l ft ?

fluxes ( ̂ 1 0 n/cm sec).

3) Apart from solid products released from the

target during the reactor run, active gr.ses r.re also
135released. Regarding its activity end yield, Xe is the

235
most important. In U fission induced by thermal neutrons

6.2$ of all products constitutes Xe . Thus, 2.2 Ci of
135

Xe is obtained by a one-month irradiation of e 300/Ug
23 5 13 2

U target at a. thermal neutron flux of 5.5*10 n/cm sec.
The decay of this amount of Xe ^1/0 = 9' 2 h^ v i e l d s

7.5/uCi of beta radioactive isotope Cs (T /p = 2.10
1^5 's 1^5

years). This activity of Cs should not raise any problem
in the work of the reactor.

4) The insertion of the long tube into the resctor

core increases the rc.diction background around the vertical

channel used. Depending on the construction of the reactor
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the "background on top of the long tube is from 1-3 R/h/MW.

In the immediate vicinity of the tube, outside a well

collimated radiation beam, the dose rate is 100-300 mR/h

at 1 MW. With such a low level of radiation the instrument

is accessible even during the reactor run.

5) If measurements at high powers last long the

part of the long tube which lies in the active zone of the

reactor is strongly activated. Since neutron capture on
27 28

Al gives Al which with a half-time of 2.5 min decays

to stable Si nuclide, the Al (n,p)Mg and Al (n,alpha)Ns

reactions are the main processes that cause activation of
27

the aluminum tube. The hrIf-time of Mg is short enough

(9.45 min), which is not the cs.se with Na (T , = 15 h)

which contributes most of the activation to the tube.Owing

to the negative Q-value for the (n,rlphc) reaction on
27

Al (Q = -3.14 MeV), the corresponding cross-section for

fission neutrons is only (Q = 0.63 - 0.03 mb. After several

hours work at 6.5 MW and cooling for 1 h, the activity of-

the aluminum tube (without the fission target) is only

about 1 R/h. In case the fission target is used the activity

of the tube is considercbly higher.

As is shown, most of the problems encountered

with the long-tube method can be solved satisfactorily. The

only difficulty that cannot be avoided is caused by the

size of the experimental equipment. Consequently, the

long-tube method cannot be used in reactors without built-in

experimental channels, and in those with a dense core

lattice.
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Optimal conditions of measurement. By choosing

the most' suitable geometry of experiment, the target and

the counter, it is possible to cover by the long-tube
6 14

method a neutron flux range of 8 decades of 10 - 10
2

n/cm sec. Table 6 presents conditions of measurement in

which a large number of different targets can be used. Low
10 2fluxes ( <10 n/cm sec) require the use of large solid

angles (10 of 4-Pi steradians) and a target of light

isotopes Li , B , etc. High neutron fluxes ( >10 n/cm sec)
7 —Pi

require small solid angles (1O~ - 10~ of 4-Pi steradians)
and fission targets U , U , Pu for thermal neutrons,

and U2 , Np237 and Pu 2 3 9 for fast neutrons.

With special precautions: by covering with carbon

the lower part of the long tube, by particle collimrtion

end using thin depletion lr.yers of the counter, it is

possible to make the background counting rate during the

measurements negligible. This also makes possible measurements

of fast neutron spectra in the reactor core by means of

neutron reactions on 0 , S , S , K etc.

Table 6

_. , Reactor power Neutron flux m , ,s
Reactor m r / c m 2 s e c Target used

Lockheed

McMaster

Ra Reactor

io-6

io-4

ID"3

- I D " 2

- 1

- 10

10 6

5-1O8

1 0 8

- 1 0 1 1

- 5-1O12

- 1 0 1 4

Li , B 1 0 .

— ' Bio'

L i 6 , B 1 0 ,

P U 2 3 9 , U2

D 2 3 8 , ND
2

P u 2 3 9 ,

L i 6
 +

35

37

the best results were obtained with underlined targets.
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The range of fission fragments alpha particles

( < 5 MeV) in silicon do not exceed 30 microns. For this

reeson the most optimal conditions of detection can be

obtained with silicon counters of low resistivity (100-500

Ohm-cm). The small loss of energy of heavy particles in the

insensitive layer of the surface barrier semiconductor

counter, the negligible loss of carriers in N-Si and weak

sensitivity to radiation damage make the N-Si counters

more suitable for neutron measurements than other types of

semiconductor counters.

Among the N-Si counters the most suitc.ble are

the dE/dX counters, both for the minimum quantities of

material required and their long life-time. With them it

is possible to obtain discrimination of undesired particles,

either by working in anticoincidence with E counters or by

using two-dimensional analysis of coincidence pulses from

the dE/dX + E system of counters. Another way of rejecting

pulses produced by particles which do not come from the

observed rerction is discrimination of particles according

to the shrpe of the pulse (Fu62).

For fission fragment detection, the best results

are obtained with N-Si counters of r.bout 300 Ohm-cm. In the
4cc.se of these counters o field of 10 V/cm in which the

effect of capture, recombination, and multiplication of

carriers in the crystal ere negligible, corresponds to r

voltage of 50 V. Even for the detection of heavy particles

from neutron reactions on light nuclei, it is also necessary

to use counters with low silicon resistivity.

Use of the method. The preceding sections

discussed the problems encountered by using the long-tube

method and the way of solving then r>nd finding out optimal
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conditions for measurements. From the results obtained in

this work and from the above analysis it can be concluded

than the long-tube method can be used for:

- high neutron flux mapping,

- absolute measurement of the neutron flux,

- determination of the neutron spectra by-

measuring different fission yields,

- reactor control, and

- study of reactor dynamics.

For the time being the long-tube method is the

only counting method that can be used for direct, fast and

accurate measurement of high neutron fluxes in nuclear

reactors. It is for the above reasons that this method

will find its practical application in the progremme of

raising the power of the Vincc reactor from 6.5 to 10 MW

(Mi64).
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4. Li6 - SEMICONDUCTOR NEUTRON SPECTROMETER

4.1. Semiconductor neutron spectrometers

Among the numerous methods available for measuring

fast neutron spectra in reactors, semiconductor nuclear

spectrometers are characteristic for their very good energy-

resolution, insensitivity to reactor radiation and small

dimensions.

For measuring neutron spectra three types of

semiconductor spectrometers have "been developed so far,

which employ:

1. Proton recoil

2. He (n,p)T reaction

3. Li (n,alpha)T reaction

4.1.1. Proton semiconductor spectrometer

The spectrometer "based on measuring the energy

of recoil protons obtained by neutron scattering on

hydrogen (De62) has a series of limitations which do not

allow its use for measurement of the fast neutron spectre

in reactor core.

Neutron scattering on hydrogen is spherically

symmetrical in the centre of mass system up to an energy

of about 10 MeV. Between the recoil proton spectrum P(E)

end the neutron spectrum F(E) there is the following

dependence:

E dP(E)F(E) = -
N • v dE
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where 'O (E) is the cross-section for scattering of neutrons

of energy E, N - the number of hydrogen atoms in a unit

volume, and v - volume of the target.

The kinematics of elastic scattering of neutrons

on hydrogen is such that a rectangular spectrum of recoil

protons is obtained with monoenergetic neutrons, in which

all energies are presented, beginning from zero up to a

neutron energy. Such a non-gaussian response of the proton

spectrometer reduces its practicability to a considerable

extent.

To avoid this shortcoming the recoil angle of

protons is defined by separating the target from the counter.

Thus, direct dependence between recoil proton energies (E ),

neutron energy (E ) and recoil angle of proton (0) is

obtained:
2

E = E • cos 0
P n

However, because of the inconvenient size od the

equipment and the requirement for collimated neutron beam,

makes impossible the use of the proton spectrometer for

measurements in reactor core. Therefore this directional

sensitive spectrometer c m only be used for measuring

neutron spectre, in well defined becms such as those obtrined

from the horizontal reactor holes (Bo63a).

The large background of the proton spectrometer

is also an important limitation besides the ones mentioned

above. The yield of neutron reaction in the materiel of

the counter, i.e., silicon, is comparable and sometimes

even higher than the number of detected recoil protons.

Without being able to work in coincidence with two counters,

this spectrometer, as well as all other types of recoil
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spectrometers, is not practically applicable for measuring

neutron spectra inside reactor core.

4.1.2. He - semiconductor spectrometer

As distinct from the proton spectrometer two

other spectrometers, the He and Li spectrometers, are

gaussian-type apparatuses.The monoenergetic neutrons in

this case cause the He (n,p)T or Li (n,alpha)T nuclear

reaction in which two charged particles are released whose

total energy is equal to the sum of the neutron energy and

the Q-value of the reaction. Thus, to the monoenergetic

neutrons corresponds a gaussian-type energy spectrum of

detected particles, i.e. for each neutron energy a cor-

responding peak in the spectrum of the total charged

particle energies is obtained. Owing to this fact the

neutron spectrum can be obtained by direct multiplication

of the corresponding points of the measured particle

spectrum by the efficiency of the spectrometer. In this

case the efficiency of the spectrometer, which differs

with different neutron energies, mainly depends on the

neutron cross-section for the reaction used and it can

easily be calculated. It is also important to note that

products of these reactions, i.e. proton, triton and alpha

particles have no low energy levels, i.e., excited states

thct could ollow the reactions to proceed in several energy

channels. Due to this there is c direct and exact dependence

between the neutron energy and the total energy of the

reaction particles.

The basic difficulty encountered in the He

spectrometer is due to the low Q-vclue of the corresponding
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nuclear reaction. The Q-value for the He (n,p)T reaction

is only 0.77 MeV which in case of a strong reactor back-

ground does not provide effective discrimination of pulses

induced by gamma radiation.

In addition to the above disadvantages, the He

spectrometer has some more. The energetic protons from the

He (n,p)T reaction require deep depletion layers of

counters. Obviously, the background of measurement increases

with increasing barrier of the counter. In recoil, a light

He nucleus struck by a neutron can receive even a greater

amount of the neutron energy. This effect also leads to an

undesired background. In the He (n,p)T reaction triton is

mainly emitted forward because of the small mass of the

initial nucleus. To avoid esccpe of the mentioned particle,

the counters must be placed close to each other. This

interferes with the ratio of true pulses to background

pulses.

Consequently, the attempt of using the He

spectrometer for measuring fast neutron spectra inside

reactors did not yield satisfactory results (Le63). The

discrimination of true pulses from spurious pulses produced

by the pile-up of a large number of pulses induced ba gamma

rays and thermal neutrons, has proved to be a very hard

problem which cannot be solved in spite of the use of fast

electronics and careful shielding of the spectrometer.

One of the possible solutions suggested by

Dearneley should be sought in the use of two pairs of

identical counters, one with He to measure the spectrum

and brckground, and one without He to measure the back-

ground (De63). Taking into recount that the pairs of

counters differ very slightly and the effect of their
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different position in the reactor can be neglected, the

subtraction of the spectra obtained should give the

expected spectrum of charged particles produced by reaction

of neutrons on He .

4.1.3. Li - semiconductor spectrometer

Owing to the high Q-value the Li (n,alpha)T

reaction is much more suitable than the preceding reaction.

The Li (n,alpha)T reaction is a typical example

of the exoenergetic reaction (Q = 4.8 MeV). Its cross-

-section up to about 70 eV strictly follows the l/v

relationship and for thermal neutrons it is 945 barns

(Fig.38). At 250 KeV there is a broad resonance and the

cross-section at its peak is 3.5 barns. In the range of

1-2 MeV the cross-section slowly changes from 250 to 280

mb and then sharper until at 14 MeV it is only 26 mb

(Hu58). The reduction of the crnss-section at energies

higher than 2.5 MeV is considered to be a result of the

appearance of the Li (n,p)He and Li (n,d)He rerctions.

In this energy region the Li (n,alpha)T reaction is

considered to proceed by the capture process.

While the total cross-sections of this reaction

r,re relatively known, the differential reaction cross-

-sections have been measured so fr.r for only several

neutron energies up to about 2 MeV (Hu62). Owing to the

fact that in the range 2.15 - 15 MeV there is no resonance,

it is possible from the known total cross-sections and the

assumed angular distributions to calculate approximate

values of differential reaction cross-sections (B063).

In brief, the Li (n,alpha)T reaction is
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characterized "by:

- a high Q-value,

- relatively large cross-section,

- non-resonance change of the cross-section with

E , and
n'

- convenient kinematics.

The Li -semiconductor neutron spectrometer was

for the first time made "by Love and Murray (Lo6l). Using

monoenergetic neutrons obtained with the Van der Graaff

accelerator, they showed that the response of the Li -

spectrometer is a linear function of neutron energy up to

14.7 MeV, that its efficiency for fast neutrons is of the

order of magnitude of 10 , and that energy resolution of

200-300 keV can relatively easily be obtained with it.

Because of the low efficiency this spectrometer

was considered to be rarely used in nuclear physics and

its main use would be for measuring neutron spectra in

nuclear reactors.

Owing to the relatively low sensitivity of

semiconductor counters to gamnr rrdir.tion r.nd neutrons

the Li -spectrometer wcs expected to "be easily used for

measuring neutron spectra in nuclecr reactors.

Bok et o.l, (Bo62) first tried to mr.ke such

measurements. The same attempts were c.lso mr.de by many

others (Sci62, Br63, Bo63, Aj64, B064). The results of

these investigations could be summed up as follows: first

spectra can be measured outside the reactor core end

second, problems are encountered in the exposure of the

Li -spectrometer to strong fluxes of gammr. radiation and

fast neutrons.
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Gamma radiation fields of several thousands of

roentgens per hour seriously affect the work of semi-

conductor counters. By Compton's effect, gamma rays in

the material of the counter produce a large number of

electrons whose pulses pile up and form pulses with higher

amplitudes.

Owing to its almost 4,000 times higher cross-

-section for reaction than for fast neutrons, and the high

Q-values of the reaction, thermal neutrons produce pulses

which penetrate into the fast part of the spectrum, thus

enabling its accurate determination. Past neutrons produce

(n,p) and (n,alpha) reactions in silicon thus leading to

a strong background. Besides, by damaging the silicon

monocrystal lattice they shorten the life-time of the

counter.

Only part of the problem, i.e., the harmful

effect of gamma radiation, hes been srtisfactorily solved

so far. For the Li -spectrometer, Nygr.ard (Ny64)developed

nr.nosecond electronics (pulse rise-time - 7 nsec, resolving

time of the coincidence circuit - 3 nsec!) which Lruber

(Lc63) successfully used despite gammr radiation (10 R/h),

to measure fast neutron spectra with very good energy

resolution of 250 ZeV.

The other part of the problem is due to the

thermal neutrons which limit the use of the Li-spectrometer

to an energy range above 1 MeV.

Therefore, the problem we were faced with was

first to determine exactly the contribution of thermal

neutrons to the fast part of the spectrum, and then to

eliminate this effect.
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4.2. Li -spectrometer with plane geometry

4.2.1. Construction of the Li -spectrometer

One of the different types of the Li -spectro-

meter is schematically shown in Fig.23.

The spectrometer consists of two semiconductor

counters and a Li F target. The counters and the target are

placed in a cylindrical aluminum case which is connected

to the part of the equipment in which there are two

preamplifiers by means of two aluminum tubes. Leading

wires stretched along the tubes connect the counters to

low-noise charge-sensitive preamplifiers (Ch6l). The

electronics of these preamplifiers is schematically shown

in Fig.26. This type of preamplifiers, as distinct from

others, has ahown to be less microphonic and very stable.

The spectrometer (Fig.25) represented a whole

unit and it could be used on the RA and RB reactors. In

case of work on the RA reactor the spectrometer was

inserted in the VK-5 central vertical channel.

The counters end the target were mr.de and used

in two different ways. In the first case we mr.de two almost

identical counters on each silicon disk by evcporcting

gold in vacuum. Then o layer of about 150/Ug Li F/cm wrs
/ r

evaporated over one of them. This counter with Li F

together with the counter on the other silicon disk composed

the Li -spectrometer. The other pcir of counters, without

Li F was used for background measurement under about the

seme conditions. During the measurements the same preampli-

fiers were alternately connected to both spectrometers.

Since the confronting counters were very close to each
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other (0.4 mm), the air in the chamber was under atmospheric

pressure.

For the sake of simplicity, the other type of

spectrometer was made by using only one pair of counters.

In this case the target consisted of a Li P layer evaporated

in vacuum over a thin polyvinyl-acetate plastic foil

(30-40 /Ug/cm ) stretched over an aluminum ring. The back-

ground spectrum was measured by using one of these foils

without Li P. To provide reliable work of counters and

good energy resolution, the chamber with the counters and
-2 -3

the target were evacuated up to a pressure of 10 - 10

mmHg. The counters were made of 2,000 Ohn-cn N-silicon;
2

their sensitive area was 0.75-1.5 cm . The maximum bias

voltage was 200-300 V. The energy resolution of the counter

for alpha particle of 2 MeV and for tritons of 2.8 MeV was

about 3$.

Because of its simplicity, stability and

reliability the latter type of spectrometer has proved

to be much more suitable.

To reduce the effect of thermal neutrons, which

:.re the n^st important component ^n the RB reactor nn which

the experiments were made, we shielded the inside of the

chamber containing the counter end. the tr.rget with natural

boron and crdmium.

A block diagram of the electronics used with the

spectrometer is shown in Fig.27. Besides the linear

amplifiers (1 MHz) and integral discriminators, it was

necessrry to use non-overloading amplifiers because of the

high counting rate (over 10,000 c/sec) in the pulse adding

and energy analysis chain of the circuit. Two circuits were
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thus formed - one for gating purposes, which allowed the

passage of those pulses which satisfied given criteria and

the other for energy analysis.

In the beginning we had a Huchinson 120-channel

analyzer with which we made all preliminary measurements.

Without the Nuclear Data 512-channel analyzer obtained

toward the completion of the work, it was impossible to

finish these experiments in which speed and stability of

the electronics were of great importance.

The resolving time of the coincidence apparatus,

which could be changed from 0 . 1 - 1 microsec, was 0.1 -

microsec most of the time.

4.2.2. Preliminary measurements with the spectrometer

After checking the energetic linearity of the

spectrometer with thermal, (d,d) and (d,t) neutrons,

obtained with a 200 KeV Cockroft-Wolton accelerator a.t

Vines, we began the experiments with the spectrometer set

in the horizontal hole of the 10 MW reactor a.t Vinfia.

Owing to the easy access to the spectrometer,

absence of contamination and the possibility of changing

conditions easily, these measurements in the period of

studying and giving a final form to the spectrometer were

very useful.

A typical spectrum of the products of the

Li (n,alpha,)T reaction induced by thermal neutrons at the

exit of the horizontal D-channel, obtained at a, power of

5 MW, is shown in Fig.28. According to the measurements of

other authors (Ta63) at 5 MW at the exit of the horizontal
9 2

D-channel, the thermal neutron flux is 2.4*10 n/ctn sec.
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The fast neutron flux was not measured at this place, but

from the above value and the fast to thermal neutron ratio

in the reactor core it is considered to be about 10 n/cm sec.

The spectrum shows identity of two counters and

excellent discrimination of gamma radiation. A comparison

of anticoincidence and coincidence peaks shows that the

coincidence efficiency is very close to 100$. The energy

linearity is also satisfactory. A slight shift of the peaks

towards lower energies is due to the loss of particle

energies in the target and the insensitive layer of the

counters.

4.2.3. Measurements inside reactor core

Most of the neutron spectra measurements with a

Li -spectrometer were mcde on the zero power KB reactor

at Vinc'a (Jo63). This is a. reactor with 3$ enriched

uranium as the fuel and heavy wcter as the mod.ere.tor end

reflector. The reactor is specially designed, for experiments.

Access to the core is easy aftd the lattice can easily be

changed. We usually used dense core lattices in the

experiments. In this case an additional aluminum tube is

inserted in the center of the reactor along which a Li -

spectrometer can slide.

Measurements with the spectrometer were made in

a power range of 1-10 W in which the thermal neutron flux
7 PK 0

in the center of the reactor was 10 - 10 n/cm sec. The

position of the spectrometer in the reactor core and the

shape of the lattice used for the measurements are shown

in Fig.29.
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To find the most suitable working conditions for

the spectrometer we first observed the change of energy-

resolution of the spectrometer with reactor power. We

measured the resolution of the thermal peak of the

Li (n,alpha)T reaction and peaks in the spectrum of the

Th(C+C') alpha particles. The graph in Pig.30 shows that

energy resolution of the spectrometer decreases fast with

increasing reactor power. The initial resolution of 220 KeV,

which is mainly determined by the thickness of the Li F

target, becomes twice poorer even at 5 W. The same change

of resolution at the thermal neutron peak and at Th(C+C')

alpha peaks, and in case of a shield of boron and cedmium

confirm thct gemma radiction cruses decrease of resolution

with incrersing reactor power. This effect imposes rn

upper limit of reactor power r.t which neutron spectre c m

be measured with a certoin energy resolution.

With respect to the energy resolution of the

spectrometer, the statistics of counting and the yield of

random coincidences, the optimal working power of the

reactor was 2 W. Of course, this limit mainly depends on

the speed of the electronics (l/usec) and in case nanosecond

electronics is used it should be much higher.

In case of a Li -spectrometer with so-called

"sandwich" geometry in which the target is placed between

the counters, the fast neutron spectrum inside the KB

reactor was measured at 2 Watts. The coincidence spectrum

of charged particles, corrected for the background, is

shown in Fig.31.

To obtain the fast neutron spectrum it is

necessary to multiply the points fr^n this spectrum by the
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neutrnn transmission factor f^r the boron and cadmium

shield and by the neutron cross-section for the Li (n,alpha)T

reaction.

4.2.4. Possibilities of the Li -spectrometer

with plane geometry

As can be seen from the spectrum, the thermal

neutron peak, even with a reduction of 66.4 times,obtained
2 2

by using a boron (0.60 g/cm ) and cadmium (0.43 g/cm )

shield, is still several hundreds of times higher than

the maximum of fast neutrons. Therefore, the thermal

component is not suppressed enough to make a reliable

measurement of the fast neutron spectrum below 1 MeV,

Some improvement should be obtained by using

pure B as the shield. Still, in case of well-thermalized

reactors the reaction yield induced by thermal and epi-

thermal neutrons is much higher then the yield of frst

neutrons. A very large amount of Li and B would not

bring about expected results either. It would directly

affect the shape of the fast neutron spectrum by slowing

down fast neutrons by elastic scattering. Causing a high

flux depression of slow neutrons in the vicinity it would

change the averr.ge distance from which the neutrons reach

the spectrometer thus changing the neutron spectrum at the

point of measurement.

Although the obtained results depend on the type

of reactor and electronics used in the experiments, the

following conclusion on the possibilities of the Li -

spectrometer with plane geometry con be drawn. It is to

sry, this spectrometer cennot be used for measuring fast
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neutron spectra in well-thermalized reactors. It can only

be used in fast reactor systems Under the conditions

described above.

4.2.5. Problem of thermal neutron discrimination

With respect to the importance of measuring fast

neutron spectra in both the core, reflector and shield of

the reactor, where besides fast there also appear epithermal

and thermal neutrons, we shall consider some possibilities

of the discrimination of slow neutrons.

In order to study the low energy parts of fast

neutron spectra, Brownell and collaborators suggest a

procedure for improving the energy resolution of the Li -

spectrometer (Br63). This improvement should be obtained

by multiplying electronically pulses from both counters

by the relation in which the reaction energy is shared

between alpha particle and triton, i.e., by 3 and 4, and

the pulses obtained subtracted from one another. If a very

small difference were obtrined this event would be rscribed

to the thermal neutron and would be eliminated.

Such an approach to the solution of the problem

of thermal neutrons has two disadvantages. First, the present

electronic multiplication circuits are still considerably

slower and unstable in comparison with the corresponding

circuits for pulse discrimination which could be used.

Second, a more important one, the cause is not eliminated

in this way, but by c, subsequent criteria some pulses are

rejected among which there are a large number of true

pulses because of the fino.l resolution of the spectrometer
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and the multiplication circuits. However, this idea could

"be useful for reducing the background of the Li -spectro-

meter. In case of particles from the Li (n,alpha)T

reaction, the ratio of amplitudes is about 3:4, while the

background pulses have a whole spectrum of values.

Even another attempt by using very fast electronics

failed in solving this problem. With nanosecond transistorized

electronics with a convenient ratio of the fast and slow

neutrons (2:1), Nygaard could not avoid the effect of

thermal neutrons (Ny64).

A possibility, in principle different from the

preceding, consists in using some other reactions with small

thermal neutron cross-section, such as the 0 (n,alpha)C

reaction. The Q-value of this reaction is 1.8 MeV, while

the thermal neutron cross-section is only 0.23 5 b. The

first excited state of C is at 6 MeV, so up to this energy

of incidence neutrons the sum of the kinetic energies of

reaction products is uniquely determined by the neutron

energy (Aj63a). A spectrometer besed on this reaction has

not been mode c.s yet. It is certain, however, that quite

a lot of difficulty ftill be encountered in the detection
14

of the heavy C ion which receives only a small portion

of the energy of the reaction.

4.3. Li -spectrometer with cylindrical geometry

4.3.1. Analysis of the kinematics of the Li (n,nlpha)T

reaction

A careful analysis of the Li (n,alpha)! reaction

kinematics shows that the reaction itself makes it possible
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to distinguish events induced by fast neutrons from those

induced by thermal neutrons.

In case of neutrons with very low energies

fragments of this reaction, alpha particle and triton, mnve

in opposite directions, i.e. at an angle of 180 . However,

in the fast neutron reaction these two particles move at
o

an angle other than 180 .

Therefore, to make use of this fact, it is

necessary, by geometry of the spectrometer, i.e., by a

suitable arrangement of the target and counter, to avoid

the detection of the alpha particle and triton of the Li

reaction induced by thermal neutrons, and to enable at the

same time the detection of products of fast neutron reactions,

To check the reliability of this id en it is

necessary first to find out how the common angle of the

alpha particle and triton changes as a function of neutron

energy. Of course., such discrimination of particles which,

besides the thermal pert of the spectrum, will not cruse

loss of o greater pert of the low-energy fast neutron

spectrum c m be expected only if the change of the engle

is sensitive enough to neutron energy.

Application of the basic lrws of conservation

of energy and momentum to the Li (n,r.lpha)T reaction:

E * + Et " Q = En

P^ COS/+ P COS/2 = P

Vr sine/- P, sin/? = 0

provides connection between the angle of particle emission,

particle energy and neutron energy. In a laboratory system
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it is as follows:

- (2En + 3Q)

+ 4Q)

cos

For any neutron energy (except E = 0 ) both alpha

particle and triton can be emitted at all angles <>C or /3

from 0 - 180°, but in this case their common angle has a

fixed value for the given neutron energy and given angle

of one of the particles (Fig.32). The minimum value of the

angle between alpha particle and triton decreases with

increasing neutron energy. Thus, for instance, for a neutron

energy of 100 KeV it is 175 , while for a neutron energy

of 5 MeV it is 147°.

As can be seen in Fig.32, even at e. neutron

energy of 100 KeV, the common angle of alpha particle and

triton is distinguishable from 180 quite enough.

4.3.2. Cylindrical geometry of the Li -spectrometer

If two semiconductor counters are plr.ced as bases

of a cylinder on the interne-1 wall of which there is an

evaporated target (Fig.33), then one of two particles

wncse common angle is 180 will not be able to reach the

counter. Thermal neutrons continue to induce reaction on

Li , but in each of them only one of the particles can

reach the counter. In this case the other particle must be

emitted in the direction outside the cylinder. This denotes



Thermal neutrons

60 80 100
90°

120 140 160

Triton angle

Pig.32. Angle between et particles and triton.

Detector 1 Sensitive area
\

Detector 2

Fig.33. Geometry with absorber.
0 - minim, angle for
E =5 MeV.
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that these two particles cannot give a coincidence pulse

which is a basic requirement for the analysis for each

event. That is to say, pulses corresponding to thermal

neutrons are eliminated before amplitude analysis.

Thus, the cylindrical geometry of the spectro-

meter makes it possible to avoid undesired contribution of

thermal neutrons.

Let us observe the fact that a fixed value of

the minimum common angle of particle corresponds to

neutrons of a given energy. For neutrons up to 5 MeV, for

example, this angle is about 150 . For neutrons up to 5 MeV

common angles smaller than 150 are not possible. Thus,

Fig.33 shows that there are parts of counters which cannot

be reached simultaneously by alpha particle and triton

produced by fast neutron reaction on Li . This allows r

reduction of the background and number of random coincidences

by placing rn absorber between the counters and by reducing

their efficient areas giving them a form of circular rings,

4.3.3. Measurement inside reactor core

A series of measurements have been made in the

core of the RB reactor with a cylindrical Li -spectrometer,

16 mm in diameter and 10 mm long, adjusted for measuring

neutron spectra up to 5 MeV. These measurements were made

under conditions identical with those used in measurements

with a Li -spectrometer with plane geometry.

A coincidence spectrum of charged particles

obtained with a cylindrical spectrometer at a reactor power

of 2 W is shown in Fig.34. Comparison of the peak heights

in this graph (linear scale) shows that such geometry



CO
0)
CO

20

Total energy.Mev

Fig.34. Coincidence spectrum of charged particles
obtained "by cylindrical geometry.
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allows very good discrimination of slow neutrons.

Besides the fast neutron spectrum, there are four

peaks more. Three of them, alpha + alpha, alpha + T, and

T + T correspond to random coincidences, while the fourth,

(alpha + T), corresponds to thermal neutron reaction on

Li which probably reached the counter due to the sputtering

or falling off of the target material. The peaks, except

for T + T, do not interrupt the fast spectrum because they

are below the reaction energy. The T + T pulses can be

eliminated by using faster electronics than that we used.

These peaks are useful during the experiments to

check the work of counters and electronic instruments, and

for energy calibration of the scale. To obtain them it is

only necessary to increase the resolving time of the

coincidence circuit.

The ratio of true pulses to background pulses in

this case was 2:1.

If we compare this spectrum with that in Fig.31,

obtained by plane geometry, we shall notice the agreement

of the peak position in the fast neutron spectrum. The

different shape of these spectra in the low-energy part is

ascribed first to the contribution of thermal neutrons to

the fast spectrum obtained by plane geometry, and second,

to the different dependence of efficiency of these spectro-

meters on neutron energy.

4.3.4. Efficiency of the spectrometer with cylindrical

geometry

To determine the dependence of the efficiency of

the cylindrical spectrometer on neutron energy we shall
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assume the neutron flux isothropy in all directions and

homogeneity of the target. Under this assumption we shall

calculate the relative efficiency of the spectrometer in

the following way:

1) Determine the dependence of the effective
area of the spectrometer on the common angle
of triton and alpha particle.

2) For a given neutron energy, the definite
value of the effective area of the spectro-
meter corresponds to each common angle 0
according to its statistical weight.

Hence, this apparently difficult problem is

split into two parts: first, a pure geometrical part, and

second, a pert in which there appear characteristic values

of the nuclear Li (n,alpha)T rerction.

Because of the lack of data for the differential

cross-sections of the Li (n,alpha)T reaction in the energy

range 2 - 1 4 MeV, we shall assume in subsequent calculation

that in reaction, isothropic emission of particles takes

place in all directions. It is to say, in determining the

value of the effective area all common angles 0 will be

given the same statistical weight.

Let us observe the cylinder in Pig.35 whose length

is •£ and radius R. Let two lines at a common angle 0 stretch

out from a point which is at an x distance far from the

axis. Let us assume that these lines form a fixed system,

i.e., that they do not change their common angle 0 and that

at the original point they rotate about the periphery of

the cylinder thus maintaining the Vangle constant. If

from P^ a plane starts normally in the direction of line

1, then in this plane line 2 will form a circle by rotating.



I

Fig.35. Reaction kinematics,
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The normal projection of this circle on the upper base of

the cylinder is represented by ellipse & . The area

enclosed by the periphery of the ellipse and the circle

can be considered as the probability of the penetration

of all possible lines in this case through the upper base

of the cylinder.

For the given angle 0 we first determined the

dependence of the corresponding areas on the r and \

angles and distance x, and then performed numerical

integration for a large number of values of Y*, ̂ ¥ , and

x.

The final expression by which we obtained the

relative effective area of the spectrometer as a function

of angle 0 is:
2 2

P = r c t g v + 5/ab - ab« (a r c s i n + a r c s i n ) -+ rc sin
a, a

- 1+c) ya -(x1+c) + (x2+c)ya -(x2+c) J

where

x

. 2 + \ / - 4 2 2 , 2 2 . , . 2 2
b c - y b c +b (a - c )*(b +a

=— „ p p
b + a .ctg V

2 (6 - x ) 2 . sin2 2 0
a =

(cos

2{t

cos

u -

2 0

- x)

2 0

+

2.

+

cos

sin

cos

sin 2 ̂

2

2

r

2f) 2

0

Q —

cos 2 0 + cos 2Y
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x 0 - abscissas of the intersection points of the

circle and the ellipse;

"\) - angle "between the large axis of the ellipse

and the straight line that passes through the

centre of the circle and through the point at

which the circle intersects the large axis of

the ellipse;

a - large semiaxis of the ellipse, and

b - small semiaxis of the ellipse.

The meaning of the other notations used in the

above section, can be seen in Pig.35.

The dependence of the effective area of the

spectrometer on the common angle of particles is shown in

Fig.36. As can be seen from the graph the relative ef-

ficiency of the spectrometer decreases sharply, by two or

three orders of magnitude, with increasing common angle of

particles from 175° to 180 . This fact proves that cylin-

drical geometry has good discrimination properties for nil

events in which particles are emitted with a common angle
o

close to 180 .

To obtain the dependence of the efficiency of

the spectrometer on neutron energy we must use the graph

in Fig.32. For ten neutron energies, values are given for

common particle angles for triton angles from 0-180 . We

shall divide the range of angles from 0-180 into 18 equal

sections. For each neutron energy in the graph we shall find

common angles which correspond to triton angles of 0 , 10 ,

20 , etc. A given effective spectrometric area corresponds

to each of these angles in the graph showing the effective

area as a function of the angle (Fig.36). By adding these



170 175 180*

Angle between <£ and T

Pig.36. Effective area as a function
of the angle.
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areas a geometric efficiency of the spectrometer for a

given neutron energy is obtained.

This procedure was repeated for ten neutron

energies from 0 to 10 MeV and the obtained values were

used to plot a graph of the geometric efficiency of the

spectrometer as a function of neutron energy (Pig.37).

4.3.5. Characteristics of the Li -spectrometer

with cylindrical geometry

The graph shows a useful feature of cylindrical

geometry. Namely, the efficiency of the spectrometer

markedly increases with increasing neutron energies. Since

the cross-section of the Li (n,alpha)T reaction decreases

with neutron energies, such geometric efficiency of the

spectrometer provides approximately the same probability

of detection for neutrons of different energies.

The product of the geometric efficiency of the

cylindrical spectrometer and the neutron cross-section for

the Li (n,alpha)T reaction in the energy range from 0.5 to

5 MeV mostly changes by factor 2.5, reaching the maximum

at 2 MeV (Fig.38). In the same energy range, the efficiency

of the spectrometer with plane geometry monotonously

decrerses thus being five times smaller for en energy of

5 MeV than for 0.5 MeV.

The uniformity of the spectrometer efficiency in

a wide range of neutron energies is important because of

the shape of the fission neutron spectra (Wa52). In a

fission spectrum the portion nf high energy neutrons is

considerably smaller.
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Pig.38. Relative efficiency of Li -spectrometers (product
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section), A - for plane geometry, B - for
cylindrical geometry.
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In spectrometers whose efficiency for the

detection of fast neutrons is small because of the definite

energetic resolution of the spectrometer, it happens that

pulses from the low-energy part of the spectrum penetrate

into the high-energy part. This effect considerably

reduces the accuracy of measuring fast neutron spectra by

the existing spectrometers. Therefore, in this case the

Li -spectrometer with cylindrical geometry is to some

extent more convenient.

Apart from these advantages this spectrometer has

several shortcomings: slightly poorer energy resolution

(300 KeV) low efficiency (^2«10 ), and dependence of

the efficiency on angular distribution of particles from

the reaction.

The Li -cylindrical spectrometer detects only

those particles which are emitted from the target at acute

angles and therefore their average energy loss is somewhat

higher than that in spectrometers with plane geometry.

Because of the small solid angle of detection,

the efficiency of this spectrometer depends on angular

distributions of emitted prrticles from the reaction. Due

to the recent development nf neutron counter telescopes

(La64) these angular distributions ere expected to be

measured in close future. This will callow more precise

calculation of the spectrometer efficiency.

While in spectrometers with plane geometry

reaction fragments are detected in 4-Pi geometry, in spectro-

meters with cylindrical geometry only a small portion of

particles reach the semiconductor counters. Although the

target of this spectrometer is 5 to 6 times larger then
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that of the spectrometer with plane geometry, its efficiency-

is several times lower. This is considered to "be the most

important disadvantage of the Li -spectrometer wjth

cylindrical geometry.
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